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ABSTRACT

The present dissertation draws the comparLson, based uptm literary 

stziKsturBllsm, between Moliere's play, Dom Juan ou le Festln de Plerra, and 

Byron's poem, Don Juan« In-an, attempt to detect similarities which would Jus 

tlfy tte Identity of the titles, and possible differences.

The dlssertatloni begins with a theoretical chapter, emphasizing the va 

rlety of Judgements on the l^endai:y character, due both to the great numter 

of versions of the subject and to the fact that critics, in general, do not 

r e f t o  a specific Eton. Juan. Then tip^works are analyzed and contrasted 

in regard to theme, plot, characters, and the literaxy genres used.

In the conclusion, the siioLlarltles detected are synthetically present 

ed, as well as the numerous differences, making it evident tNtt Möllere and 

Byron used two different approaches to the same theme.
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RESUMO

A prsssfite dissertação efetua a coroparsçãot com base no estruturallsao 11 

terario, entre a peça de Molière» Dom Juan ou le Festin de F^erre » e o po»> 

na Don Juan , de B/ron» procurando detectar as slmilaridadss; te|ue Justiflqu 

a identidade dos titules, assim como as possíveis diferenças.

0 traisalho principia com um capítulo teórico, ressaltando que existe uma 

diversificação de ligamentos quanto ao lendário personagem, devida quer ao 

grande número de veraões sobre o assunto» quanto ao fato de os críticos, em 

gez«tl, não sê  referirem a um Oom Juan específico*

En seguida as duas obz>as são analisadas e contrastadas do ponto de vista 

do tema» do enredo» das personagens» e dos gêneros literários utilizados*

Na conclui^» saõ apresentadas» sinteticamente» as similaridades encontra 

das e as inúmeras diferenças, evidenciando c^e Mollèra e Gyron realizam duas 

abordagens distintas sobre o mesmo temal



INTRODUCTORY

1, Statereant of Rirpose

Sines our first reading of Byrm's Don Jüan we were struck ity tte 

satirical tone of the poem which differed corapletely, at least apparently« 

frcMu filollere's Do« Joan ou le Festln de Pierre« a play we had pareviously read. 

Thus« the purpose of this dissertation is to establish a parallel between 

H ere 's  play and iro n 's  poem« In an attempt to depict the two authors* ap

proach to the theme of donjuanism. Starting with ths analysis of tbs theme 

provided tiy some theorists« we will compare isoliere* s play to Qyron*s poen 

in regard to the plot, the literary genres« the main characters« the treat - 

ment of the female characters and dcmjuanism, A study of the two authors* 

style is not intended since their u ^  of two different narrative stxticturss- 

poetry and drama- makes it inpossible any parallelism in this field.

It is necessary to state that it is not our aim to compare either Mö

llere* s Dom Juan to his other plays« or Qyron’s poem to his other poems« but 

but to compare one Don Juan to the other« trying to depict similarities and 

differences between the two.

In an attempt to draw the evolution of the theme we will occasicm^iy 

refer to Tirso de Molina's El Burlador de Sevilla y Ocgivldado de Piedra» as 

the first literary version of tha subject.

2. MBthodolocical Aspects

Adopting Benedetto Croce*s viewpoint that ” the advantages brought



to poetxy by ths knowledge of the authors' preotlcal lives are neither many; 

m r  irreplaceablet nor irrecoverable"(l)» in this paper we will follow nei - 

ther the tfcLogrsphical approach nor the psychological onei, restricting ourssl 

ves to the texts themselves.

The critical review is intended as ah illustration of the diversity of 

approaches end viewpoints in what concerns Moliere's play and Qyron's pom 

and it was r»t taken into account by the author in the process of writing 

her thesis. Since the critical review was done after the conpletlCHi of the 

chapters and the conclusion any resemblance of opinim will be a IbruB coinci* 

d«ice.

As far as (lossible we will use orrlginel texts for bibliographical refer 

ences end will only translate into English the quotations in Poartuguese.

Ftefermces to Lord Byron's CHw Jüan will give canto and stanza numbers; 

the text used is that edited by T. 6. Steffen, E. Steffan and W.W. Pratt, Pot 

gute Books (London, 1977). Rsfezfincpŝ , tp̂ , Tirso de Molina's play will give act 

and scene numbers; the text used is that edit«l by Editorial Sopena Argentina 

& R .L , (Buenos Aires, 1943). References to Moliere's Dom Juan will give act 

and scene numbers; the text used is that edited Libralrle LarcKisss- Nou - 

veaux Clessiques Larousse (Paris, 1965).

3. Review of Crl~ticism

So nuch has beai writtm c« the theme of donjimnism, and specifically 

cm Moliere's Dow Juan ourie Festln de Pierre and Efron's Don Juan that we had 

to limit our review to those critics of the last twenty years who hava dealt with 

the same topics of the two works we did. M^y more essayists and critics haw



«ritten about those topics but we had to restzdct ourselves to those woxtcs 

which we found both interesting and accessible. Nevertheless we didn't find 

any references to essays or books which compared Moliere's play to Barron* s 

poem. We did find some parsllellsn between the first one and Tirso de Itoll- 

na's El Burlador de Sevilla y Oonvldado,de Riedra tehlch we shall also com

ment upon.

In fact, the Oon Juan character seems "inépuisable” and, as Weinstein

says,

* he can't be completely defined. Hb defies 

any attempt to put him into a brief class

iflcatlon and even logic has to yield when 

two diametrically opposed views of him are 

presented, both of which seem to be at 

least partially right.”{2)

3.1« Moliere's Dom Juan

Stoce it-was fixst performed,, in 1665, Dom Juan has provokéd a 

lot of controvert. Oonsldsred by few a morslistic play and by msny an eu - 

logy on vice, the Play has, however, kept its fascination. Critics have 

shown̂ i different and opposed views of the main character, Dom Juan:

Ouichamaud (3) considers him a happy but a monomaniacbl man,ccan 

fined to his. own persw, a prisoner of his own being, who &asts through 

his concquests. According to him, Oom Jttan is beyond morality, neither a de

vil nor a free-thinker.

Roger Läufer (4) also sees in him a slave, a slave of his own de 

elres. Despite being wicked, hypocritical and witty Dom JUan would be a ccm



non Bsduoer» divided between reasoning and passion.

Francis L. Lawrence (S), on tha otftrsr hand, visualizes Uoliers's 

hero as a farce villain, a devllt whose worst vice is calculated cruelty.^ 

cording to him, Dom JUan*s wickedness coitrasts with Sganarelle* s morality.

fkibert Nelson endows Oom Jüan with idealisn. According to this 

crLtic, Dom Juem is a kind of humanist, who seeks self<-defihltien in action. 

Ha refuses to deceive himself and seduction is only a game for him. He also: 

presents a unity of character since he doesn’t repent and his honesty con - 

trasts with the other caractere* apparent adaptation to soslal conventions. 

His hypocrlEQr would be a temporary self-denial due to eocial restraints ta> 

his fre^tom and hie death would be ^ s t  an instrument: of self-essertlcm. Sy 

resisting God Oom Juan achieves " his fullest dignity as a man* (6), Nelson 

concludes.

James Doolittle also sees through Dom Juan’s seduction a philo» 

phy: a free-thlnkar and a libertine Dom Juan fights

*■ the subjugation of the individual to the 

genm^l, of the essential to ths super - 

ficial, and the restriction of human as

pirations to fit conventions which are 

eurtlficial, abstract, and therefore in

human. **(7)

According to the same auttor Dorn Jüan seduces in order to dominate and Ras

ter beauty since his "criteriwi of beauty is the functional excellence of 

the bsautifül object."(8}. He goes from one adventure to another because, 

as a human being, his nature always demands more than the event can provide, 

ftat Ppplittle_fi/id3 another-Side of his seducing activity: by s«jucing



«on»n and overconlng difficulties Ooin Juan pzxives his superiority over the . 

rest of natuz*S( and his deeds are those of a conc^eror’s.

In *MQliere*s Festln de Pierre* the author presets Dora Juan as

■ an av8i>>refined sensualist turfio tries to 

prolong the prelindnaries as much as pos 

sible and for whom fulfillment and sati 

ety have becorea synonymous*(9).

According to tt^s author» Oom JUan uses hypocrl^ as a m^ns, and 

discards Qod» marriage» parental authority and conventions in order to attain 

his main goal- pleasure.

Will 6. Moore (lo) «idows Dom JUan with intellectual daring: he 

refuses to be dominated by what he doesn't underhand and sets himself apart 

and above-^he rest of humanity» as if  lie were a god. Thus he is punishad be

cause of his capital «in - pride.

Alvin Etistis (11) and Francis Lawrence» however» don't consider 

Oom Juan so self-sufflolait. Eustis says that he is extr^ely sensitive to 

his public Image and afraid of appearing ridiculous. KLs methods of seduc - 

tion reveal a bourg«3is, he says» and his leva of liberty and his fleeing of 

«itanglements him depoid upon his valet. Frar»is Lawrence sees in Dom

Juan a man more seduced than a seducer» since he surrenders to attractions 

that render him powerless. He is» Lawzwce adds» a libertine of flesh and 

mind» who rejects illumination and doesn't repent. ( a Faust?) HLs aim is to 

-abolish tin@_and live in therpresent,-and such an ambition reduces him to a . 

human parody of the demonic. His acceptance of death is not considered stoic 

1:̂  Lawrwca» but only
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” his customary acceptance of the chal 

lenge offered in the instant."(12)

Jules Brody emphasizes Oom JUan*s mastery of language ^. tHö is a 

"creator of illusions" (13), he says, and because of this gift he raeunipul- 

atas p e o p le ,c ir c u m s t a n c e s . Oonscious of the chaos of the world Dom 

JUan is its amused spectator, and his^being is in perfect harmony both with 

his alms In life (complete freedom) and with the chaotic dispensation of 

the world"(14). His ssnsuality would be only a symptow of his aspiration to 

total freedom, and his death, a punishment for his rejection of the princi

ple of constraint itself, he concludes.

In his exotic article about Dom Juan Lionel Qossman (15) empha

sizes the hero's passivity. According to him Dom JUan Hnas no aim in life ex

cept to achieve absolute superiority over others. He tries to prove his 

superiority by humiliating others (Sgpanarelle, Pierrot, the b^^ar), and 

is guided by his inpulses and desires. Not a z ^ l  sensualist, any woman ap — 

Peals to him once she loves or is loved by sometody else. The object of his 

seduction is not only woma9 bu^ also man, he says, and God will be 

his last rival. Oossman explains Dom JUan's inconstancy as a frustratiot he 

wants to be the master of a free slave and never attains his end because the 

woman, when seduced, becomes an object in his hands. Bossman sees in Dom 

«lean's mean activities and in his martial language a caricature of the he

roic Baroque personality.

Christine Geray (16) sees in Dom Juan's conception of love his 

"art de A^vre". He is incapable of idealism, she says, and he accepts death 

because it is the only way for him to find a proof of God's existence.
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For Alfred eimon (17) Oom Juan*s sschiction i »  a «ray of grasping  ̂ * 

the universal; to the ignorencs and fear disguised in faith Dom Juan opposes 

the rUgour of scientific proof, but the pries of his consciousness is sol «■ 

Itudtt, he soys.

Critics do not diverge only about the character of Dom Juan, but 

also about events and other characters of the play. Thus, whsreas Gossman 

interpretes Dom Juan's revival of Interest for Elvire as a wish to reduce 

her because she was able to tsar hersslf away from him, James Doolittle in-, 

terpretes the fact as Dom Juan's sadistic wish of witnessing hsr surrender 

to him again.

The fact that Dom Juan doss not perform any seduction within the 

play has also provoked ssveral interpretations. Qossman says that it rsvsals 

his lack of sensualism and his desire to dominate people. In Moliere's Festln 

de Pierre (an essay with no indication of author, publisher or date) the au

thor attributes the fact to dilata; restrictions;

"...th e  day-t^-day attack which Dom Juan 

emialoys cannot bs conveniently doaœis - 

tratsd in the confines of a play.̂  Ths 

only possible way of shewing Dom Juan's 

strategy in action would have been to 

limit the portrayal of his character to 

a z«latianship with one woman, but In 

that cass Molière oould not have used 

Dom Juan to depict a social typs - the 

libertine."(18)

III fact, the last argument ssems to be Irrefutable.
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The ending of the play has aleo teen the object of much discus» , 

sion and many interpretations. Lionel Oossman gives two possible interpre

tations: since Dom Juan is only another actor in the comedy, ha says, he 

oould only be condemned from beyond his own society; for Moliere's audience, 

on the other hand, it must have bean a satire on the feudal Christian and 

chivalrious ideologies.

James Drolittle sees In the stona-statue a supreme mockery of man, 

whereas in "Uoliere's Festln de Pierre^ the author sees It as

•• a convenloit and eff«rt-proc^cing 

deus ex machina"(l9).

Francis Lawrence considers Dom Juan's death his own responsibi

lity for haying refused J^.^peripnce. anagnorisis. Rls damnation would be, 

therefor», grotesqye.

(Kill 6. Moore thirds that Oom Juan*s death shows tha limits of̂  

htinanity, and Alvin Eustis considers It a panishoent for his pride and vani

ty.

Jules Brody vlsual^es Dom Juan's death as an evidence of his

superiozdty:

"God proves to be the only adversary 

worthy of Dom Juan"(20),

he says, since the human institutions failed.

Robert Nelson sems to . ̂ r e e  with Brody in whatt concrans Dom 

Jütan's superiority» /Uncording to him Oom Juan's refusal of God is a way of 

self-assertion for him, and it also shows that he reassumed his Ideals of



freedom and htHBanism after a period of l^pocrisy« The stalxie-^ost would 

holize a reproach directed at the supematuz^l for using brute force to over 

wheln an equal adversary.

Roger Läufer seems to be more objwrtive, in asserting that Dom 

JUan's death proves that he lost the game and that Sganarelle's common sense 

proved to be right.

Evem Sganarslle» Dom^JUan's valet, has received several interpre

tations. Some, like GuichamatKi and Christine Geray share the opinion ttet 

Sganarelle feels inexplicably attracted to his master and thus exists throt^h: 

hin. F.L.Lawzwce thinks that hs is tha ironist, not the master.

Jules Bztsdy says that despite the fact that Sganarelle has no il

lusion about Dom Jüan he respects him and even imitates him occasionally.

Hbllie forard Davis (21) recognizes in Sganarelle an agent of com 

ic effect and a transmitter of tradition. Will Moare adds that he expresses 

the moral sanse of the audience. Though kind and human, his utmost values 

are his personal safety and money, Mollie Davis r»iaxics.

Whereas Alvin Eustis considers Sganarelle..opportunistic, Lionel 

Oossman thinks that, despite his fascination for his master  ̂he succeeds in 

preserving his own independence.

Lawrence makes an interesting r^ark abCRjt Sganarelle's enslave 

ment to physical urges: he finds it an echo of his master's bondage to pas

sion.

Alfred Simon considers Sganarelle Oom Juan's sole chance for di

alogue.

As we have tried to show, the opinions about Moliere's torn Juan



are so varied and contradictory that we will not take them Into account In  ̂

cur analyses.

3*2. Molina vereus Molière

In his essay Jules Brody refers to Molina and Molière depicting 

a ^fference between the two. In Molina's play» he says» at the end the or 

der is reestablished through the icing's interfezence and three marriages- oc 

cur* Therefore the dan^ge caused by Oon Juan is repaired* On the other hand» 

in Molière's play none of Oom Juan's victims benefit from his death: Elvire 

stays in the convent, hsr brotters don!t redeem their honour and Sganarelle 

doesn't get tds wages. Therefore, Oom Juan's wrongs have not been righted» 

Gbrtalnly, Molina's alms were more vtoralistic than Mcdlère's.

Ih "Molière'8 Festln de Pierre" other differences between the two 

plays are pointed mitt ttjlina's hero is less intellectual but he has more 

passion than Molière*s hero; El Burlador also measures swords, but with a 

God in whom he b e l i e v e s  and who is constantly mads present ■ whereas Molière 

has his tiiero fight an Idea he doesn*t believe and face only the disapproval 

of his societ>ijwhleii is not little. Whereas ttore is a lack of self-explana-> 

ticm in Molina's hero, Mollère's conveys his religious ^epticlsn and cool 

reasoning through words| the second one also shows a philosophy, whereas the 

first one doesn't p r ^ e ^  any explanation for his seductions, The author of 

this article also notices a difference between the female characters in Mo

lina's and in Mollère's:

"..«they are either coarsely deceived or have 

selfish motives for giving ±n to the Burla - 

dor"(22).

10^



be says, whereas Elvire is ** a woman af real wo^h**(23)« These are two re-  ̂

dical Judgements that would demand some discussion if our basic aim were to 

compare Itollna's El Burlador to Mallero'e Dom Juan,

3 .3 , Byron’s Diot Juan

In this review we will show some critics' and essayists* opinions 

on what concezns Don Juan» with regazxl to its main character» rcuaantic chaz'- 

ecterlstlcsi genre» the role and tha importance of the narrator» the female 

characters end p3-ot.

ThcKigh most of the critics emphasize the ideas conveyed through 

the digressions of the narrator we will focus upon what they say about his 

role and his im^rtancs in the structure and tone of the poem, since it is 

not our aim to discuss Byron's ideas on life and man» but to compare his 

poem to Möllere*s play.

First of all we realize that most critics rely on Btyron's letters 

and conments» an approach we have avoided in our dissertation. Ms\»rtheless» 

through different ways some of our conclusions seem to match theirs.

Conceived as an epic and given shape from 1818 to 1823 and left 

tnfinish«:}» Byron *s poem aroused much discussion since ths publication of 

Its first Canto.

to his article "Byron and the Epic of N^ation"» Brian Wilkie (24) 

states Byron*s debt to the epic tradition, and the unherolc quality of the 

poen. Nevertheless, he says, the poem is not simply mock-epic, find he goes 

on furnishing examples of Byiron's intentional negation of the epic qualities 

a deliberate^ absence of pattern, the use of comic mock-epic in the mocking 

of the iBplc as a literal mode, the socking of heroic performance and ter-»

11



12^

eisra; ironie adaptations of aoro spécifié traditional epic devices; the nothi 

ingness of heroic deeds; the erKioroem^rt of love as the alternative to war

«thus reversing the antifoainisa which is implied 

in one form or another by almost every tradition

al epio'*{25),

he says. Mr. Wilkie doesn't seem to realize that the qualitiœ he pointed 

out are the characteristics of the raock-epic, as we will see in the course 

of ^ i s  dissertation, and that the negation of the ^icjis, in a way, the 

modc-^ic.

Francis Doherty, in his book Qyron, refers to Don Jüan as a com

ic poem but seems to give its essential mock-epic qualities:

n
. . .the grandiloquent language and theatrical 

_  gesturing, are tendered W  burlesque and moc  ̂

ery"l25),

says, and that

•ayrwi wants os to recognize it as an epic poam, a poem 

of the highest seri^sness«^ according to tha canons of

literature inherited by the Western World from its clas 

sical progariitors. And yet this recognition is an iron 

ic recognitdLon that this poem is not an epic. ■. *'(27}

^ . K, B. Kernan,. in "Don üuahJ*,. recognizes some r«nnants of true e~ 

pic in the poem, but, çn the whöle, he says,

’’the epic is ijivok^ only for puiposes of mockery" (28)

In his essay Kernan analyses the satiric,, comic and tragic qualities of the 

poem whose true subject, he says.



"is freedom, and the onward flow of 

all llfe-{29),

a too optimistic ylegr cf.it, it to us, for he seems to forget theovsr

«11 presence of the narrator.

W. H, Auden, in The Dyer's Hand & Other Essays« in a quite super

ficial analysis of Don Juan, declares that the poem is a comeC  ̂ and not a 

satire. According to him,

"satire would arouse in readers the 

desire to act so that tha contra - 

dictions disappear; comedy would 

persuade them to accept the contra 

dictions with good humos as facte 

of life against which it  is useless 

to rebel", (30)

In our chapter on g»ire we will discuss the satirist's aim which doesn't 

^em to be what Auden states.

Wilkie« though apparrartly unconsciously, seems to perceive eyron*'s 

poem as a satire» He laointe out its satirical devices without naming them 

as sucdi;:

"Byron repeatedly throws the reader off balance by 

his notorious habits of digression and of incon ~ 

gruoua tone-shiftlng*{3l),

he says. He recognizes that Byron seems to expect nothing of

"so frail a bedLng as man" (32), 

without realizing that man is l^rcm's ultimate target of criticism«

John »kmip seems to believe in B/ron's proolaimMi spcmtanelty

13.
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and improvisation:;

*So far does he seem to te from having 

rehearsed or even planned his narra - 

tive that before Iwig he has to recall 

himself from a wrong trisck " (33) >

and.

"His manner of expression appears to te 

equally unpremeditated"(34).

George Ridenour (35), in a more acairate analysis, sees Syron*s 

sptmtaneity as the consequ^Oe of pains. Wilki# also sees the poem as

"calculatedly fonú.é8s aesthetically 

and in its ideas'! (36)

Mswever, neither «Jump nor Ridenour view Gyron*s "apontaneity" as a satirical

device.

Keman also points out tha satirical elements of the poem: its 

presentation of a world with a vast number of persons, obj^ts and actions, 

a hypocritical and confused world ’

■%rt3ere men seem determined to destroy 

themselves"(37)I

the mvelatitm of the sham of c^vili;!;ed: life; the truth abcMit individual man; 

and human institutions! the attadc on hypocrisy, etc.

In what concems ^m n,*s rcMnanticism Maurice Bowra emphasizes its 

absence fmm Bymn*s Don JLian. According to him

"^ron differs fmm the authentic Rcjman-
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tics not merely In his low estlaate 

of the InaginatloR but In the peco* 

liar ciMality and power of hla wit."

He adds that Byron criticizes the romantic outlook because he sees that

"hufan beings may have bDeaotiful dreams 

but fail to live up to them*. (39)

He also sees another antiromantic characteristic in the poem: Byron sew and 

spoke abmst the helplessness of men before nature, instead of seeing it on

ly in its gentler sKJodŝ "̂  Nevertheless, Bowra sees Byron as true to the 

tic outlook

"in his devotion to an ideeil of man 

which may have beenr< no more than a 

àr&am, but none the lese kept his 

devotion despite the ordeal of 

facts and his own corroding skept 

iclsffl'’(40)

Francis Doherty, Këman and Leslie A« Marchand detect a vestige 

of romanticism in Haidee* »  episode. According to Marchand

”^ron allowed himself, in telling their 

story, to quiet his cynical concept of 

lo\ra and depict al^st without lnterru£ 

tion an idealized portrait of young love, 

all innocent end free from the corrupt

ing influence of conventional and sophls 

ticated hypocrisies."(41)

Frederick L. Beaty, in his essay "Byron's Concept of Ideal Love",

(38)



detects other romantic characteristics in the poem. The first one would be .

the importance of nature as man's salvation and natural habitat versus eco

nomic and political contea^rary society* This is evident, according to him, 

in the figure of ^idee , who has remained completely uncorrupted, and in - 

directly in the figure of Lambro, who

"syndsolizes the tyranny of a predatory 

materialistic society"(42).

The other chamcteristic of romanticism he recognizes in the poem is the i-

deallzed love between Haidra and Juan which is put as the union of souls,sm

ses end hearts, besides its psd^theistic traits,

Keman visualizes (^idee as a tragic heroine left with the tragic

choice. Sie would be one of the tragic elements of the poem, the other being

the narrator whose situation

"is more desperate than that of older 

tragic figures*(43),

since he is tha major character of the poem but disembodied.

The importance of the narrator is emphasized by all the critics

who deal with the subject, Keman contrasts his disillusioned view of life

to Juan's lade of conscimisness. According to him

"the narrator has no hope of meaning

ful action b«3ause he finds the Uhl—

verse Itself ultimately meaningless*.
(44)

Vftiereas Keman points out the narrator's "startling contradictory 

statements about life and people*(45), ilarchand says that he was
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"sincBre and fairly constant In his 

fundaraental points of view and at

titudes toward the world and life 

and experience as he had known It "
(46)

Auden says that

"Juan la only a convenience: the real 

hero of the poem Is Q^ron himself".

(47)

libst of the critics agree that the narrator's voice is Byron's 

and Jump says that

"crltlcaul tteoriets rightly dlsen- 

courage us from simply assuming the 

identity of poet with imagined nar

rator« but in this particular in

stance the scrupulous dissociation 

of the two brings great incon\wn - 

lences and no advantages. As a mat 

ter of biographical fact, Qyron e- 

vidently thought of h i^e lf as speak

ing with his own voice in Don Juan"

(48)

Whereas Marchand sots the poet-narrator and Juan as two separate entities, 

George Rldmour notices a narrowing of the gap between the two as JUan e - 

volvos from iranocence to experience. According 1» this auttor« in the Engr 

lish Cantos JUan rises to tha level of the persona (the narrator), which pzn 

duces a

"tightaiing of the action thereby a- 

chieving a coherenoe and unity at
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once psychologically and artistic

ally effective.* (49)

RLdenour also sees in the figure of the narrator an organizing 

igent of tha poen, and Jtaap adds that he £s

■the sole effective unifying factor 

in Don Jüan" (50)

In the analysis of the cmtral character of the poem, Don Juan, 

tte authors emphasize unanimously one cMsHty: his passivity» Auden says that

"far fron beli^ a defiant rebel against 

the. laws of Qod and Han, his most cons 

picuous tXBlt is his gift for social 

conformity* (51),

and M^kie emphasizes hie "failure to have a mission". (52)

Keman says that

"he feels passionately, acts directly, 

moves with grace and ease through the 

flux of existence, but he does not 

know what he is or does", (53)

for he is thoughtless and leeks meraoryl’ Since ha is lucky, for his troubles 

are only temporary and turn out to be good luck in disguise, Keman consi

ders him a comic character.

Francis Doherty seas Don Juan as

"an objwt of sexual das£re on all sides, 

from tha harem to the siege of Ismail on 

the Danute, fighting for the Russians a- 

gainst the Turks, from the Danuba to the
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Imperial ccxirt of Catherine the Great» 

and from thmce to England (...]and 

he remains tha passive tool in the hands 

of fate and his oreator'*(54) •

Whereas Marcl^nd and Jkjmp detect no evolution in the character whô

according to Marchand, remains

"an almost static fictional character,, 

not developing like the hero of a 811 

dungsroman, not molded by the environ 

ment or chamelaan-'like ' taking on

its color" (SS),

Ridenour notices a certain evolution, from innocence to experi«ice, in the 

Biglish Cantos.

Harchand sees in the figura of Don Juan

"essoitially a norm against which to 

view tha absurdities and unreason of 

the world" (56),

and Francis Doherty considez^ him

"a peg on whom Byron can hang reflec

tions and miral proruiuncemants, a way 

of tappii^ off some of his own moods 

and responses" (57).

Wilkie ronarks that "B/ron*s aim was aimlessness and his message 

relativistic skepticism"(58), and that

"^ron wanted to create a poem that was

deliberately and in every sense incon

clusive, since he wanted to stow life
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Itself as ultimately without meaning, 

despite its enthralling variety and 

the high flavour its particular epi

sodes could have (59).

Keman also doubts that the poem could ever have beoi finished.

In what corœems plot Francis Doherty defines the poem as a pica

resque tale in verse. Keman, however, says that it provides a cosdc view 

of experi^ice due to its

"particular rt9i;hm ef existencot eternally 

in movement like the ceaselessly changing 

waters of ocean” (60).

He seems to believe that there are real changes in the plot, a point we shall 

discuss later on. Nevertheleas, he enpHaolzes the plot as an in^rtant vehi

cle which gives

” a loose contirMlty to the rambling

--collection of stories and dlgx^ -

sions” (61)•

With regard to Byron's view of the woman iburlce Bowra thinks

that he

"takes a lower view of men than of women, 

and seoas to think tfiat n»n are incapa

ble of real constant and devotion". (62)

Frederick Beaty remazlcs that in tha Haidee episode love means more to her

than to W»:and that in tlme^of crisis ^ a  seems capable of greater sacri- ~

flcei than JUan.

We shall deal with these topics in the following chapters.
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1. OONJUANISM

In this chapter wo shall see what is gsnsrally conceived as don- 

Juanisffl. First of all we realize that Oon Juan has transcended literature 

and becone a popular theme. From his first version, written by Tirso da Mo

lina, up to the Rsnantics'and &m ard  9iaw, he has lost; his haroic quali

ties in such a way that Otto Rank (l) considers the theme exhausted. Accord

ing to Weinstein

"the absence of a universally accepted Eton JUan 

version accounts for both the strength and weak 

ness of the legend", (2)

The fact is that Oon Juan is "all things to all men" (3) r either the ideal- 

see^erv or the calculating s^lucer; either virile or effeminate, either the 

devil or the bringer of happiness; either the individualist or the "révolté" 

against bourgeois society» This variety of judgements is due not only to- the 

several versions of the subject that exisi^) but also to the fact that theo

rists, in general, do not speak of e specific Don Juan but of a mixture of 

Don Juans or even of a Don Juan they have created themeselves, having in - 

dulged in pure fantasy. This is what we are SOing to try to show by analyz

ing four authors: Kierkegaard {4) , Denis de Rougemont (5), Otto Rank 

and Albert Camus (&}»

1.1* Kierkegaard's Theory

According to Kierkegaard(>^^] ,the idea of Oon Juan belongs to

(* )  See Appendix.

Kierkegaard bases his analysis upon Mozart's opera Don Giovanni
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Christianity and through iit to the Middle Ages. Oiristienlty brought the se

paration betweai flesh and ndnd and Don Juan would be the spirit of the flesh 

1 . e. y sensuality* He represents sensuality, the enemy of the spirit.

In the Middle Ages the spirit abandoned the earth leaving it open for sensu

ality end Don JUan would be the elder son of this kingdom of s^suality. This 

kingdom is not a kingdom of sin because it lacks reasoning. When reasoning a 

rises sensuality gets an aspect of the demonic, as something that must be des 

troyed, and then Don Jüan is killed.

Kierkegaard establishes a parallel between Faust and Don Juan. Ac 

cording to him Don Jjttan is the expiresslon of the demonic determined as sen

suality; Faust is the expression of the demonic determined as that spiritu

ality the Christian Spirit excludes from Itself. In other words, Don Jüan is 

energy,' neither planned nor reflw^ted, whereas Faust is the consequence of 

refl«:tion and conscious decision. Faust is at the same time an 1dm and an 

individual because he has both elements, the spiritual and the demonic, con** 

centrated in him, whereas Don Juan is essentially an idea and a) is unde ~ 

fined. He is life and stroigth, a perpetual becoming.

According to Kierkegaard, Don Juan is amoral. The object of his 

desire is sensuality, but he is not conscious of his deeds, he doesn't plan 

his conquests, he doesn't dse artifices» Therefore, he is not a real seduc

er. He desires and his desire has an effect of seduction, he says. Dnce sat

isfied he searches another object, i .e ., another wometft,«^ch ^wws that he 

is never really satisfied. He is not witty, he doesn't know how to sp«Jc 

persuasively, whereas Faust uses his spirit and lies.^ Faust's objective is 

mor« than sensuality and the seductiwi he perfozms is planned, so that the ■
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pleasure he feels is mare of the reasoning type. He seduces one girl and 

destroys her much more than Don »Juan does to the several ones he has con - 

quered.

According to Kierkegaiird the idea of Faust had several interpre

tations but he never found and never will find an interpretation in music, as 

Oon Juan did. And he explains why: Faust is a'concrete idea, an individual, 

whereaO Oon ifcian is a universal,and therefore, abstract idea. He will live 

forever due to the abstract character of the idea, and only nusic can 

press him perfectly» Being a natural, indefatigable and demonic strength, for 

he is passion, he can only be thought of as music* If  he is thought of as an 

individual he will be considered funny and ridiculous, because of the num - 

ber of his seductions, but the number of his seductions beoomes important if  

he is conceive as a force, HtLs sensuality is a principle, ha lacks spirit 

and is only flesh. He doesn't love one woman but atll the women because his 

love is sensual and not psychical» HLs love means repetition, a sianning up 

of moments» He is always triun^ihant and never doubts his suc^ss. The es - 

sential for him is femininity in its abstract sense. Therefore he seduces any 

woman, whereas in tho p^irchic love the indivickial characteristics are im^ 

portant. That explains why music is his ideal means of expression- is 

more abstract than language and it expresses the universal, not the indivi — 

dualtii

The strength of Oon Juan's seduction lies in sensual desire. He 

desires all-the womanliness in «very wontan and, h af^  or unhapf^, none of 

them would reject a moment of happiness with him» Only musics Mozart's 

Oon Giovanni, can express Oon Juan's seduction, his Joy of life.
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tLanguagBf Kierkegaard says, can express the artifices of a; ration-^ 

al seducer, but not the vital strength of Owi Juan. Not ev»i dance cmild 

express him, for he is an idea, a i^mbol.

According to Kierkegaard, Byrcm tried to interprets Oon Juan throu^ 

language and failed. By making him an individual, with family and infancy,he 

destroyed his Ideality. In the opera Don Juan is the infinite of passion, the 

endless strength whic^ nothing and nobody can resist. Once imagined like 

an individual Oon JLian faces complexities and difficulties which demand the 

reader's iattention and so he becomes interesting, and comic whan surmounting 

all the difficulties.

Kierkegaard establishes an interesting difference between seducers: 

the musical Oon JUan is the extensive seducer, who appreciates the satisfac— 

tion of his desire; the ver^l Eton Juan is the intensive seducer, urtio reasons 

and plans his seductions and Who appreciates not only the satisfaction of 

his sensual desires but also treason and intrigue. What the intensive seducer 

really enjoys is a reflection of pleasure; his seduction is a work of art 

end one sole conquest is enough for him, since the way he conquers is import 

tant. Hhe important thing for the extensive seducer is the seduction itself, 

not whom or how he seduces.

Kierkegaard attributes to Moliere's influence the fact that the mer* 

jority of the interpretations of Eton Juan are comic. If one cannot satisfy 

one's passion, he says, the result can only be tragic or comic, and if the 

idea seems unjustified the effect is comic. 9 ]̂

(i(f) In Ualiere's play Oom Juan's love for a woman lasts such a ^ort time

 ̂ that ha cannot suffer frora a refusal; and since he is not aware of his • 

misdeeds death loses its aspect of punishment.
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In order to prove his theory of the superiority oF the opera fi

ver the literary interpretations of Don Jtiaa the author establlshea a pai>> 

a lld  between ttoliWe*s play and Mozart's opera: the scene, at the begin

ning of the play, where Sganarelle defines his master corresponds to the

“aria of the servant* in the o p e r a . *>*areas the first one is comic, he says, 

the second one reveals the demonic power of s«)uction of Don Juan» The fi - 

nal scene, with the commander, in Moliere's play, is consider«! a «:andal tiy 

Kicnrkegaard £ as an individual Don Juan doesn't need an extra power to be 

destroy«!, he should be defeated by a trivial force. In the opera, Niwever, 

he considers the presence of the statue completely justified:, as a force, Dow 

«Alan could only be defeat«! by a more powerful force.

Kierkegaard also compares Lepor^lo, Don Giovarail's valet, to 

narelle. Den Juan's valet. According to him one can understand why ILeporello 

doesn't abandon his master (Don Giovanni, as a force  ̂attracts him inexorably} 

but one cannot understand why Sganarelle stays with a master who doesn't even 

pay him his salary, sine« the twe of them are only IndivicteMls.

Kierkegaard points out another aspect, which he considers nega

tive, in Moliere's Don Juan: S|ranarelle tells us of his conquests but Don 

Juan is seldom seen seducing a woman, whereas in the opera nothing is told 

and evozything is performed.

Urn come to the conclusion that for Kierkegaard donjuanism  ̂would 

be sensuality, passion, vital strength, in a word, an abstract idea. Never

theless, we- realize that, although he refez^ to the tradition of Don JUan in 

order tOiCompiarB it to Mozart's opera,he doesn't make a clear reference to 

it . One wonders which tradition he means.

We also notice a mixture of points of view in his essay:; soma -
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tiroes he refers to the music and sometimes he refers to the libretto of the . 

opera» i . e ., to literature. It is clear that the nusic is all important for 

him, and he seems to reject the value of literature, at least in what con - 

cems Oon Juan. But how could the opera have been composed if itozart didn't 

know about the tradition of Don Juan? And if there vms a tradition it could 

only be oral. Kierkegaard doesn't refer to Lorenzo da Ponte, who wrote the 

libretto for Mozart, although he does m^e alluslcMis te the librette.

It seems almost incongruous to us to compare two different l^pes 

of art. Music and literature have different devices and it doesn't seera fedLr 

to compare them in terms of value.

In t^e parallel Kierkegaard establishes between Moliere's play and 

the opera we notice some interesting points k it is true that ^anarelle re— 

ports the majority of tho evsits whereas in the opera they are performed, 

but the scene with the tailor and the scene with E^rlotte and tfethurine, in 

MollWe*s, don't seem to us only a common dramatic Intrigue: they reveal Don 

%JUen*o intelllgimce end hie power of persuasion.On the other hand, in the ope

ra, as In Molina's play, Don «^an uses artifices and dlsguisesiwhieh indi

cates planning* In Moliere's, however, he is always himself, at least in his 

conquests; he has his own psychology. This seems to reinforce Kiezkegaard's 

remark about the Individuality of Don Juan in Itolipre'splay end his universall«« 

in the opera, but it goes against Klezk^aard's assumption that only a deep 

p^chologlcal diaracter in literature could have the same ideality as the Dons 

«Im h  of the opera. A deep psychological character, it seems to us, would be 

unique and not univex'sal*

If  we compare Oa Ponte's libretto with Molina's EL Burlador we-
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riotlce much slmllaidLty between them. In the plot as well as in the central. 

character. Don Jitan is , perhaps, a little more malignant in the second one.

It seems to us that Kiez1cegaard*s theory about the power of music to express 

passion is acceptable but the character he views in the opera seems to be 

a creation; of his own iiaaginatiojn since it is not the character we find in 

the libretto of the opera, in Byran, in lieliere er in ttilina.

1 .2 , Otto Rank's Theoiy

Otto Rank, bases all his analysis upon a supposed traditional legh* 

end «f Oon Jjan. He ctoesai't analyse the Oon Juan we find in literature, but 

he applies to the "legendary *• character his knowledge of cu^Oins and tradi

tions of primitive peoples. In fact, tt« earliest accotstt of Don Juan goes 

back to 1630> when Tirso de Molina published his El aurlador de Sevilla y 

CScMividado de Piedra. It is supposed that there exist«! a popular legend ab

out Oitw» Juan but there are no vestiges of it . What flank does is to try to 

tXBce it , following the traditions of nations and also applying the notion 

of the double. He says that histaxy registers the existence of a man in Spain, 

named Don Miguel de Marana, who led a luxurious life up to the time ef his

narrlage. He was faithful to his wife whom he loved tenderly, and after her 

^eath he became a nordc. Rai^ says, there are two figures of Oon Juan at •

the beginning of the l^end, in Spain, and the two have been mixed. Apparer^

ly that would explain the contradictory nature of the character of Oon Juan

in literature: an unrestrained sensualist and a feeling of guilt together

with fear of punishment. This duality, the author remazks, is, indeed, a strujg:

gle between the Joy of life and the fear of death« And only the music could

express those two contradictory feelings, what would explain the grandeur of

Uozart's Don Giovanni.
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Neverfcheless, since Oon Miguel de Marina was bom in 1626 and 

El Burlador de Sevilla y Convidado de Piedra appeared in 1630« when Oon Ml— 

guel was four years old, mm wcmders how Mrso de Molina could have nixed 

the two characters« Ckn the other hand, the duality of Don JUan's character 

seens i&ibious too. In Tirso de Molina's play ha doesn't show any fear of death 

or any guilt feeling except at the very end, when death is in front of hin 

personified by the statue-ghost* Ih Molière, he even refuses to repent, des

pite the fact that he knows that his refusal implies in death, and in Qyrcmi 

he doesn't commit any crLne that would denand repentance.

It seems to us that Otto Rank has a certain Oon Juan in nind, re

gardless ttf the literature concerning him, a Don Juan who seduces women and 

is punished not because of his deeds but because he overestimated his pow

ers and didn't believe in spiritual forces*

In the Don Juan Flank has created^ Leporello, the valet in the op

era, is Oon Juan's double. Me is Ocm Jüan's conscience, he represents Don 

ikian's fear and self-criticisn, Therefora, Oon Juan would be the evil, and

Leporello the good. According to CSiristlan patterns, Rarric says, Don Juan 

would be a personification of the devil.

In analysing Oon Juan's behaviour Ra*dc doesn't see in it the li

bertine's behaviour, an image derived from the Middle A^es, he says, but 

tha strong and voltoitarLous nan of antiquity in charge of possessing the wo

man before the gebend did so that, by fecundating her̂  his soul would be par 

petuated. Such was the hero's task and the husband accepted it gladly because 

he recognized the hero's superiority and also because he was afraid of losing 

his own soul by fecundating his wife.
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According to Rank, that would explain why Don JuanHiSSSfrt kill 

his rl\mls. In fact, ha has no rivals in love due to his own character, ito 

reqMBsts wives end lovers as a right, and he doesn’t intoid to conquer thea 

in terras of ”d u r ^ ", but only to make them women, as it was done in ancient 

timfts. So, externally Don Juan has all the traits of the ancient demiurge.

Thus, according to Rar^, we have two conflicting images of 0cm 

Juan - the diabolic and the heroic. The fix^t one is a result of Christiani

ty» Rardc says, and the second one must have inspired the legend. remarks 

that at the begiiwiing there was ms connection between the demon and sexuali

ty. It was the Church which, in the Middle Ages, made the devil the persanifl- 

cation of the most vile sexuality.

Another important fact abeut Don Juan,besides sedaction,ls his pun

ishment and Rank also explains it In two ways. According to him the legend 

of statues of stone acting as revellers goes back te antiquity. Tlie statue 

always represcaits the reverse of the dead. And he remazks that the belief in 

the dead coislng back to take the alivff still exists; otherwise how can one

explain the hurry of society in burying then?

Thus, according to that old tradition, the stone statue in Don

Juan is tha dooon who eats the corpses and who is, ultimately, the victor cs- 

ver the hero who challenged death by possessing women and giving them his 

soul. Following the same line of reasoning, Don Juan could also have been 

punished for having abused his rights: instead of aiming at giving the wo - 

men his soul he may have search^ only his sexual plcsasure. By dotog so he 

di(^*t give them a soul and deserved punishment for his cheating. The women 

asking for revenge, Don Juan is punished not because of his sexual perfor m 

mance but because he sinned against spirit t^l values .In Christian patterns.
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RaNcssays, Den Juan is also punishsd bscaasa he underestimate! spiritual 

forces, having broken Christian moral laws« Sa, dep«iding on one's paint 

of view. Den «ftjan can be either a hero or a ctevil, Rarfc seems te say.

1 ,3 , Denis de Rougemont *s Theory

In his book Love Declared Denis de Rougemont begins the essay on 

Don Juan-by rejecting Kierk^aard's assumption that Don Juan is only the net 

ural fire of desire, a

"kind of vehement and somehow innocent an 

imality- (7).

Hs aztrues that nature has not produced anything like this and that there is 

no Don JUan annng the noble, savages or the primitives. He believes that Don 

Juan presupposes a society encumbered with exact rules which he infzlnges.

(But why does he suppose that primitive societies didn't have their own rules?} 

In fact, RougoBont declares that Oon Juan needs the existmce of such rules 

because his main pleasure consists in infringing them. His aim is to violate 

the laws of morality, he says. So, whereas iKiezkegaard considers Don Juan an 

extraisive seducer, Rougemont semis to cwisider him an int«isive seducer, sow 

one who plans his conquests and whose pleasure is more of the z^soning 

type. He tries to reinforce his point of view by saying that

r
*the true sensualist's ^y s  lie beyond 

. those moments Don Jtian flees as soon as 

they are within his grasp•(8},
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Welly for Kisrk^raard those Joys ere the intenslvs seducer's Joys and Don 

Juan would be the extensive seducer, lie ., not a real seducer. We would ask 

whether the Joys Rougenaont refers to are not the Joys of tha seducer Instead 

of l^e Joys of the sensualist? It seems to us that the loportant thing for 

the sensualist Is thtt fflomrit of the conquest, not what comes afterwards. Per 

haps a separation of texti» would clarify the matter: for Kierkegaard Don Juan 

is the sensualist, whereas for Oanls de Rougeaiont he is tha secfeicer, so that: 

S0iuoer and sensualist wouldn't be synonymous»

After a glla^se at the "Si;hc»l of tVäwma"'s verdict on Don Jüan 

which he considers ineff^tlve to explain Don Jcian*s Insolent fury and his 

gay and querulous swagger, fbugemont burins to apply what he calls "spiritual 

czlterla": a) Don Juan seaks novelty at any price not oi^y because he has 

not (a who se ^s  is a man n^o Nis not) but also because he is hot. He 

doesn't love because in order to lova one has to choose end choosijig donands 

being, and Don Jüan has no being.

That seems to agree with Kierkegaard's idea of Don Juan as a uni- 

vereal Idöa, a cosnic strength.

be) On the other hand, Rougemont says, the contrary is also appli£ 

able:. Don Juan has an Ideal type of female beauty (tmconscious memory of his 

mother) that me^es him approach every woman «dth a slight resemblance to that 

ideal. As soon as he recognizes his mistake he feels disappointed and leaves 

the won^ für another one, ever more agonized and cruel.

According to the School of Vienna Don JUan suffers from a secret anxiety 

borderlr^ on impotence, Rougemont says.



The author se^os to adopt the second possibility by saying that ,

Oon Jüan is Oon Juan because he oamust and will never find his type. Hs is

"either iapotent to attach himself» or 

impotent to release himself from an ob 

sessive image”. (9)

By adopting the second possibility Rougemont seems to go back to 

his first statement on Oon Juan» concluding that he is a passion of the mind 

and that his passlcm is mit always linkEKl to sex, i.e .»  he is, in Kiezkegaard*s 

terms f an intsnsive s^Jucer. His performance as a seducer is not very dang^ 

ous. to society» Rougemcmt says« because it follows rules» a i^stem, and does 

not institute a new order in it.

The author establishes a parallel betw^n Oon Juan and Nietzscte. 

According to him, Nietzsche vrould be a iSon Juan of ideas. He wanted to vio

late the secz*et of each idea» each belief» each value» not to construct a 

system but only for the joy of intellectual rape. Like Oon Jüan» Nietzsche 

n^ds the old rules in order to have pleasure in destroying them. He sets up 

values which destroy the old ones but were thoy accepted as true they would 

lose their meaning and nothing would be left for their author»

As Don Juan pursues the image of his läothar» Nietzsche pursues the 

image of a Truth he couldn't destroy» a Tifuth worthy of his true passion. 

Finally he finds, it - the idea of the Eternal Return» which means that eter

nity is the return of time and not tho victory over time. Nietzsche finds an̂  

object of love» and that is the eternal distant.

Oon Juan makes love without loving» as Nietzsche sets up values 

in which he doesn't believe. They both triun^ by violating the truth of hu-.
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«en beliigst but since they are aware of it they also respect t)^t truth.

Once they respect the rules they lose the game. They can either be damned 

or receive pardon for their cheating, and since they don't believe in pai>> 

dcm

"they are obliged to win during the tlme- 

span of their lives - hence the cheating — 

or else they must deny the end of time, tha 

final rœkoning, the last Judgement hahce 

the notion of the Eternal Return" (lO),

Like Kierkegaard, Rougesiont makes little reference to the litera-* 

ture of Don Juan. Më slightly refers to Mozart's opera and his thœry seems 

to be based upon a fixed idea of Dcmi Juan, an idea whose origin he leaves 

known.

1 ,4 , /^bert Camus's Interpretation

In his book Le l^h e  de Sisyphe Albert Qanus has a chapter on d«i 

Juanisn. For him Oc»i Juan la an existentialist who enjoys life, doesn't ig- 

nore the absurdity of life, which he considers a game, ^ d  who cksesn't ex - 

peet arqrthlng from death, Seoause he..is not ignorant and doesn't expect he 

is happy, Ite knows his limits and it l9 this knowledge that makes him a g ^  

iusr

.I'intelligenca qui connaît 

ses frcmtieres". (il)

Whereas Faust fcslieved in God to such an extent that he sold his

soul to the devil Don Juan, aware of the absurdity of life, death and man,

comq»nds life 's satiation, Camus says.

37 .
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Don Juan Is viewed by Camus as the true lover. According to him, '

the more one loves tha more love's absurdity is consolidated. It is not due

to lack of love that Don Juan ^ e s  from woman to woman. Ha does so because

he loves thm with the same stroigth and every time with all his self, in

such a way that he needs to have the phenomenon repeated for that is his way

of knowing, of touching life. If he leaves a woman it is not because he does

hot desire her any longer but because he desires another. Why, asks the autNar,

should we love rarely in order to love intensely? It is Just the opposite

that is true, he says:, the more one loves the more intense love is.

According to Camus, Don Juan is not inBaoral for ha has the morali

ty of his affection or his dislike. He searches quantity and not quality.

Whereas the saint has the ethics of quality because he believes in a deep

meaning of the things Oon iJuan has the ethics of quantity because he lacks

that belief. Ho does not care for the past or the fulaare* He only cares for

the present, and time flees with him. That's why, the author says, he doesn't

want a collTOticm of women, because to collect is to live in the past, and

li>d.ng in the past involves regretting it .^ * )

Nevertheless, Don Juan is not a conmcMi seducer for Camus. BoLng

conscious that seducticm is his being, it is what makes him feal alive, he

ia even more absurd^but such a knowledge doesn't make him change.

Quite surprisingly Camus qualifies Don Juan's love as literating«^

Love, as it is generally conceived, he says, has the quality of eternity* Tihe

peirson who experiences this kind of love is a Werther, a potwitiai suicide,

for to forget one's self completely is a form of suicide. But there is some—

C^].In this statement he doesn't take Mozart's opera into account, since Don * 

GdLovanni keprt a register of his conquests.
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thing else about such a lover; he also Icills the beloved;

"Uh seul saitlmsnt« an seul être, un 

seul visage, mais tout est dévora" (iz)

So, this kind of love Is not generous; It Is selfish because It demands etw  

nal possession. Don Juan's love, on the oontrazy,ls liberating tœcause perL^

abla. Ha has chosoi to be nothing and to taka nothing. His lave is singular« 

despite being tan^sorazy, and it is its repetltian that constitutes far hi« 

the gem of life, his way of giving and making saaeena live.

Like the prior critics Gatmas does not refer to a specific literary^ 

taxt on Oon Juan but to an undefined legend. Everything he has said up to 

this point would well ar^ly to Moliere's hero, but not to Molina's hero, nor 

to Byron's.

Camus even seems to believe in a real Oon Juan and refuses to be

lieve the legend eomsaming his death. According to him, people felt 

insulted by Oon «Juan's grandeur and so have imagined his punishr^it by the 

statue-ghost which would symbolize the values he has negated- order, etern

al Beason, univer^l morality. According to him, th ^  have felt the ne«i of 

colouring his death with tints of punlshm^t.

Zh ccmstructing his theory Oamus goes back to the historical 

Oon JUan, Oon Miguel de Max^a, who finished his days in a monastery. But in 

Camus's view Don Juan doss not go to that place because he has repented but 

because  ̂getting old  ̂he, as an absuzxJ man, goes there to wait for his death« 

facing a God he does not adore and a heaven he knows empty. Camus views him 

looking at the magnificent land of Spain with which he idsntlfies hims^f be 

cause that land. Just like him, doesn't have a soul, and waiting for the des



pissd end - death. Death, for Don Juan, cannot be a punishment, Camus rsaysj * 

it is only one of tha rules of the game, his fate as everybody else*s.

1*S. Other current interpretations of Oon JUan

Besides the interpiretations analysed above we would like to mention 

soma opiinimis on Oon Juan which are quite carrent::

1.5.1«. Dr. Gregorio Marancm (13) defends the thesis of Don Juan's lack 

of virility based upon a scientific study of the legend and of living Don 

Jüan types»

1 .5 .2 . José Ortega y Gasset (14) sees in Oon Jtian

"the peiTsonificaticm of virility, the

man wto makes a woman truly a woman".

(15)

1 .5 .3 . Ramiro de Uaeztu (16) considers Oon Juan a R ^h , create by p ^  

ular imagination as a «3lution for people's problems.

1.5 .4» Georgs Gendarae de Bévotte (17) sees in Don Juan the defender 

of naturel laws and individual rights against human and jreligious laws.

1. 6 . Personal Reflexions

From the analyses of the critics we have read we arrive at the 

conclusion that the conception of donjuanism depends on the critic's p^rspec 

tive. It has been an ill«defin«l terra because the majority of the critics 

tend to look at Oon Juan as if he had one sole version and as if  there were 

a kno«m legend about him.In fact, the existence of a legend is only a suppo

sition since the thene first appeared in 1630« with Tirso de Ualina. Scholars 

seem to ccmsider Molina's originality unacceptable« and insist upon a legend 

which, if^ existed, didn't leave any traces^ They all show a lot of imagina—

4G
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4bion but lack accuracy, since thair interpretations cannot ba appllad to all 

the Oan Juan characters.

An interesting fact about Kierkegaard and Caaus is that denjuanis« 

seems te be integratMi in thair philosophy, whereas Ftougeoont and Otte Rank 

seem te be schmlars who only study donjuanism as a ph^nemancm.

Thus wa come ta the oonolusion that, as Leo Weinstein says, we need 

a. speaifie Oon Juan as a fim  basis for discussion since Just the name Oon 

Ojan, and consequently donjuanism, escapes a eenplete and exact definition«.
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2. THE PLOT AND) ITS RELATIONSHIP WITHf: THEME

In this chapter we Intend to analyse the plot of Moliere's Oora Juan 

and Byron's Don Jüan« emphasizing the similarities between the two as well 

as the differences and their ioplications.

We also Intend to drew the evolution of the Oon Juan thema, from ^  

llna to tkillere, and from Molière to Byron, through a parallel between the 

f l z ^  and.;the second, and between the s»sond and the third.one.

Since there is no historical evid«fice as to whether Byron emd Molle 

re knew Don Juan's first version end whether Byron was acquainted with Moli

ère's Dom Juan we won't deal with these matters in detail but will only make 

allusions to them when the opportunity appeai?s.

In the study of the comiclty, shared by Molière and ^ron, we shall

apply Bergson's essaay Le Rire - Essai sur la Signification du CDralQue«(l), 

mn what tha two authors have in oonncin.

2 .1 . El Burlador de Sevilla y Oonvldado de.FUedra

The stozy begins in Naples «^ere Oon Jüan Tenorlo seduces Isabe

la, his friend Octavio's fiancee* Taking advantage of the daik night Oon Juan 

pretends to be Isabela's lover and so is successful. But Isabela realizes her 

mistake and screams for help. In the confusl«»n that arises Oon Juan escapes 

to ^ a in . Near Tarragona, accompanied by his valet Catalinon, he almost drowns 

and Is rescued ty a fisher woman, Tisbea, who takes him to her house. By pro 

mising to marry Tisbea he seduces her and leaves her alone and dishonoured, 

escaping at night.

Arriving in Sevilla Eton Juan n»ets his friend the Marquis de la Mo-.
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ta, who tells him his misfortune t he is in love with his cousin. Ana de 

mioe, but her father wants her to marry another man. At night, prst«iding 

to be the marquis Don Juan enters into Ana*s house intending to seduce her 

but she realizes he is not her lover and screams. Her father, Don Qanzalo de 

Ulloa, appeal^ with sword in hand and is killed by Don Jkian, who escapes un» 

recospiized.

One day, riding through the couitty Don Jttan and Catalinon hear ab

out a wadding and Oon Juan decides to attend it . He immediately dœides to 

conquer the bricte, a humble country girl. Fij?st of all he tells Batzlcio, the 

future Nisband, that his fiancee, Aminta, is in love with him and has already 

been possessed by him. On hearing that Batricio goes away, and Oon Juan then 

tells Aminta that Batricio doesn't love her any more and has gone away. He 

swears to love her and to marry her, and she yields to him.

In Sevilla, Octavio and La Mote become aware of Don Juan's treasons 

and wish to revenge. According to_ the king's wish Isabela has come back from 

Naples in order to marry her secfcjcer. On her way to Spain she meets Tisbea 

who tells her all her misfortune and Isabela brings her to Sevilla too. There 

is also Aminta who has come to find Don Juan and me^e him marry her» fïsn Juan 

has the king's prot^tion because of his father, Don Diego, an honoured no

bleman who, liJce Catalinon, keeps warning him not to forget God and His Jus

tice.

One day Don Juan finds himself in tha chapel where Don Gonzalo de 

mioa had been buried. He sees his statue with the insczdption::

"Aqui aguarda del Sdior 

El más leal caballezxi.
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La venganza de un Traidor"

(in ,3 )

Oon JUan laughs at ths inscription end invites tha statue to have 

supper with him, after having taken its beard. At night» the statue goes to 

his house, sits down at hia table and has supper. It invites Oon Jtian for 

supper in the chapel the next day and Oon Jtian accepts the invitation. no 

tices that the statue transmits an unusual heat, and after saying good-bye 

it disappears in the air.

The next day Ocm Juan goes to the chapel where the status offers hior 

supper. The menu is vezy strange:: nails, snake» vinegar Instead of wine- and 

the BRjsic is also dreadful. The waiters are dead people dressed in black, 

and the table is the lid of the coffin since the tomb is open.

After dinner the statue a ^ s  Oon Juan, to give it his hand and so he 

does. But he cannot stand the heat transndtted by the statue. He understands 

that the statue is God's agent and asks for a priest in order to confess his 

sins and be absolved but the statue answers it is too late for repentance,

Oon JUan uses his sword, trying to kill the statue but is ansuocéssfttL«He 

explains he has not seduced Ana because- she realized the fraud in ti«>a and 

the statue relies  tii^t it didn’t matter since he had had the intention. And 

Ocm Jtüan dies saying:

"Que me quemo! gue me abrasoS 

Muerto soyî "
(III.7)

The statue resumes its roler

"Esta es Justicia de Dios:

Quien tal hace, que tal pague".

(IU »7)



Catalinon runs to the Icing's palace to tell him what has happened. 

There he meets the Marquis, Batricio, Aminta and Tisbea who had come to com

plain to the king about Oon JUan's behaviour. After listening to Catalinon 

the king d«2ides to have the weddings that same night: la Mota will marry A 

na, Octavio, Isobela, and Arainta, Batricio. The king orders the transporta

tion of Oon Juan's corpse to Madrid so that n»re people could know about the 

Incident.

2»2. Moliere's Dom Juan

The story begins In a palace «^ere Sganarelle, Otm JUan's valet, 

and Gusman, Elvira's servant, are talking about Oon Juan's sudden departure 

and Its Implications. Sganarelle neüces a very real description of his master 

who has abandoned his wife El vire. Although being a nun she had left her con 

vent In order to n^rry Oon Juan and soon saw herself abandoned.

Siganarelle tells Gusman that Don Juan gets married very easily, 

genezially once a imanth, and that El vire shouldn't have run after him tncause 

she will only find dlsappolntnent and suffering. His words will prove true 

because when Elvira demands an explanation for his behaviour he says he feels 

guilty for having offended God when abducting her from a convent, and so 

has decided not to live with her any more. She replies that Gbd shall pcailsh 

him for his treason.

Oom Juan tries to conquer a young fiancee Just b^:ausfr he can't 

stand her happiness with another man. Since he fails In his purpose he de — 

cldes to capture her during a boat trip but almost drowns. He is rescued by 

a young fisherman, Pierrot, wtose fiancee, Charlotte, he d«2ides to seduce.

47.
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Sonw difficulty arises because a friend of Charlotte's, Ifethurlne, has also  ̂

falleaf) in love with him and they both dispute his love. Nevertheless he leaves 

the scene successfully and the two girls remain with the conviction that one 

and not the other was the object of Oom Juan's love and that he would cone 

back to marry her.

Being aware of the fact that Elvlre's brothers are in search of 

him in order to kill him Oom Juan and Sganarelle disguise themselves as cow 

tzyoan and doctor, respectively. Riding in a forest they meet a b^gar who 

tells thera the information about the road they needed. The beggar explains 

that he is a hermit whose sole occupation in life is to pray fbr those who 

help him, and then he asks Oom JUan for an aim. Oom Juan mocks his faith 

which does not make him survive and says that he will give him an aim only 

if  he blasphemes. The men refuses to do it, despite Sganarelle's insistence, 

and Dom Juan finally throws him a coin,

their way they meet a young man who is being attacked by some 

burglars. Dom JLtan h^ps him and the burglars run away. The young man itiapp̂ is 

to be Dom Carlos, a brother of Elvire's who didn't know Dom JUan. Oom Cärlos 

tsGLls Dom Juan about his and his brother's: intention on what concerns Dom 

Jüan and this one pretends to be a close friend of Dom Juan's and offers him 

self to set a date for a duel between the two in which he would be his friend's 

partner» Just as they are talking Elvire's elder brother, Oom Alonse, appears 

and so Oom Carlos is informed of Dom Juan's real identity. Nevertheless he 

refuses to let him be killed just after an incident in which, if  it weren't 

for Dam Juan's courage, he would certainly have perished. Dom Carlos gives 

Don Juan a day in order- to prepare himself for a duel, since the two brothers
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need to revenge the family tonour.

On his way home Ooro Juan finds the mausoleum of a commander he 

had killed. Besides the tomb there is a statue of the commander in it. Oom 

JUan greats the statue and invites it for dinner. To his surprise, the statue 

nods its head.

Az^ving at home Oom Juan receives three visitors- his tailar, lir 

Dimenchs, to whom he owes acme/ but never pays, his father, Dom Louis, who 

reproaches his behavicxjr fiercely and Elvire wh» is going bac^ to her con - 

vait and has come just to teOLl him a dz^m of hers in which she foresaw his 

deaths She asks him to repent and change his way of life in order not to be 

{finished God. Me does not accept her advice and decides to think about the 

matter within twenty or thirty years. He feels a certain attraction for her 

again and urges her to stay in his house that night. But she refuses his in

vitation and goes away.

That Right the statue comes for dinner. It doesn't eat anything 

and invites Dom JUan for supper the next day, an invitation accepted by him. 

^anarelle is scared to death, and gets even more afraid when Oom JUan says 

that he will also go to the supper in the mausoleum.

Dom Carlos comes to see Oom Juan in a last attempt to avoid the 

duel* He asks Dora Juan to take Elvire as his wife again but he replies that 

his conscience doesn't allow him to do it, since Elvire is God's creature.

He also tells Oom Carlas that he has decided to have a different and virtu

ous life but Oom Carlos doesn't acceprt his excuses end thrvat^Tis ta kill him 

whenever the opportunity appears.

A specter a|:^ear8 and says that Oom JUan has only one moment to
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repent and so deserve Sod's mercy. It has tho figure of a woman and it 

changes to the figure of time, with a sickle on the hand. Oom Juan tries to 

reach It with his sword but the specter dissolves in the elr. Sganarelle Im^ 

ploires his master to rep«it but he says that, no natter what oimes, nobody 

will ever be able to say that he has repented.

Oom JUan Is leaving but the ^atue-ghost appears and reminds him 

of the dinner. Oom JUan agrees and at Its rec^est gives it his hand. An In

visible fire bums him immedlatsly. A strong storm begins, with lightnings 

and thunders and a big fire comes out of the tole into which Oom JUan has 

submerged. Only Sganarelle Is unhappy with Dom Juan's death and the last words 

of the play are hlsr

"Mes gages, mes gages!”

(V,6)

for he hadn't paid,

2*3• A Parallel between Molina's plot and Moliere's plot

We notice that, whereas In Molina's play the actions are performed 

within the play - Oom JUan sec^ces three women and tries to seduce a fourth 

one; he kills the commander whose ghost will kill him at the and - in Mo

liere's version, although Oom Juan has also performed many seductions and 

committed a murder, his deeds are reported by Sganarelle, h/ his father, by 

Elvire and the others, Ixit they are not performed on the stage.

The commander's statue_^host Is sudd&ily put into Miallere's play 

whereas, it is linked to the previous events in Molina's. It seems that Moli

ère took it for granted that the audloice knew about the coram^der and his 

role in the action of the play. The same thing happens to the dinner scene£
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Molière omits it» only alluding to it. (Molina's influence?)

In Molina's play Oom Jtian promisas marriage but nxver gets married 

whereas in Moliere's he gets married once a month,' aœording to Sganarelle.

There is another interesting difference between the two plays k 

Moliiia's is mainly moralistic and religious, whereas Molière*s presents some 

social criticism;

.l'hÿpccrisie est un vice a la mode, 

et tous les vices a la mode passait pour 

vertus”
(V,2)

"Et qti* avez-vous fait dans le nrande pour 

être gentilhomme? Croyez-vous qu'il suf

fise d'en porter le ncm et les armes et 

ô ie ce nous soit une gloire d'être sor

tis d'un sang noble lorsque nou vivons 

en infâmes? Non, non, la naissance n'est 

rien crà la vertu n'est pas. Apprenez en

fin qu'un gentilhomme qui vit mal est un 

monstre dans la nature, que la vertu est 

1e premier titre de noblesse, que Je re- 

gcirde bien moins au nom qu'cwi signe qu'aux 

actions qu'on fait, et que Je ferais plus 

d'état du fils d'un crochet«jr qui serait 

honnête hoimne,que du fils d'un monarque 

qui vivxait coamie vous. ” (IV, 4) (^)

There is death in both plays, but whereas in l/blina's death is 

definitely a punisteaent  ̂in Molière's  it can be intezpreted as punishment by

(^) In this passage we can see Molière's influence upon Beaimarchais, whose 

play Le Sirbier de Seville presents a im^nologue very similar to tha pas 
sage atove.
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Both plays preset a magic element» the comaander's statue- 

ghost« which is a supernatural Interference into huinan affairs, and also a 

shipwreck.

Even the se c tio n , an important fact in both plays, is not fo

cused the same way by the two authors. IDi Molina's play Dora JLtan never falls 

in love and only feels attraction for women who are in lova with somebody 

else, as if  his aim were not to seduce but to dishonour them and destroy 

their happiness. He even chooses his friends* fiancees (Isabela and Ana), as 

if  such a condition increased his pleasure* Using artifices and disguises he 

seems to be Kieikegaard's intensive seducer whose pleasure is more rational 

than s^isual. Me doesn't seem to fit Otto Rank's hero since his purpose is 

not altruistic, and the fact that he believes in God and in a life hereafter^ 

for he repents and even asks for a priest, discards Camus's existentialistic 

approach.

We are left with the p^chological Interpretations which, as we 

saw in the previous chapter, are extr^anely varied. Furthermore, there is no 

reference whatsoever, in Moline's play, either to Oom JUan's mother or to 

his childhood. Apparently he hates womei but if  psychoanalysts and psycholo

gists have not come to en agreement on the explanation of Dora JUan's behav

iour we, who are neither one nor the other, will not invade alien fields.

Moliere's hero, on tha other hand, falls in love constantly* He 

is constantly insconstant:

"La constance n'est bonne que pour des ridicules"

(1.2)
he- says, and
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"...tout la plaisir de l'amour est 

dans le changement"

(1. 2)

Hb has real love affairs and love means pleasure for him* In fact, 

what he searches for In life Is pleasure and ha is a gay character:

"Ah! N'allons point songer au mal qui 

nous peut arriver et songeons seule

ment à ce qui ncxis peut donner du plai 

sir ." (1,2)

Ail these traits seem to characterize Moliere's hero as the ex - 

tensive seducer Kierkegaard refers to-

"Pour moi, la beauté me ravit partout 

où Je la trouve, et Je cède facile - 

ment è cette douce violence dont elle 

nous entraîne ( • . . )  Les Inclinations 

naissantes,après tout, ont des charmes 

inexplicables...” (1,2)

Nevertheless, his following his tendoicy is a matter of choice for him, 

which reveals a conscious attitude towards life, and not an irrational force*

He also seems to be the existentialist hero of Camus: ha is skep

tical about Gad and a life hereafter^

" Dom Juan- Ca Que Je crois?

SËranarelle: Oui.

Dom Jüan: Je crois cjue deux et deux sont 

ijuatre et tpe quatre et cMstra 

Mnt huit." (111,1)

He eVG^ challenges the divinity by accepting the statue's invitation for d ^  

ner and refusing to repent. Once he chooses death, death is not a punishment
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for him but a common fact, as Camus views it*

Rank's historical hypothesis about Dom Jüan apparently could be 

applied to Moliu^'s hero, except for the fact that his purpose, as Moli - 

na*s hero's^is selfish,

2,4* Byron's Don JUan

Son of a hidalgoy Don Jose, Jüan was brought up by his mother, a 

widow named Inez, in greet austezity:

•..h a lf his days were passed at church, the other 

Between his tutors, confessor and mother." {l,49)

A young friend of his mother's, .kilia, married to a man of fifty, 

Don Alfonso, falls in love with him. He is then sixteen years old and she is 

twenty-three. Cbie night Don Alfonso catches them in a compromising situation! 

and, as a result, JUlia is put into a nunnery whereas Juan is sent to travel 

thrcRjgh Europe in order to

"v ,. divert the train of one of the most circulating

scandals that had for c«ituries been known in Spain/

At least since the retirement of the Vandals "

<I,190)

Jüan embarked in Cadiz, following his nother's wish, with his tu

tor, Pedrillo, HLs ship wrecks and some of the crew and passengers, including 

Juan, have to aarvive for sc»nc days.sn a boat. At this point Byron makes a 

long description of their woes and Juan's courage, not without an ironic 

tone. Beginning to starve^ the survivors decide that someone must be sacri - 

ficed and the lot falls to Juan's tutor. They had previously eaten Jüan's dog, 

a gift from his father. Nevertheless, Jüan refuses to ^ t  his tutor and his
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dœislcm will prove wise, for ell the ones who ete him died of Indigestion. . 

The few who survived drowned because they could not swim.

J u a n ,  a good swimmer, reaches shore where he ia rescued by a 

young lady and her maid. He is kept in a cave and Haidee and her maid Zoe 

bring him clothes and food. They are on a Greek Island and Haidee, the only 

child of a rich pirate and slave-trader keeps Juan in secret lest her father 

ccnild sell him. The two fall in love and ^ron describes their love in a par 

adisiacal scenery, according to the romantic taste« love and nature

Juan and Haidee ere very happy. Haidee*s father, Lambro, goes to 

sea and so they become careless about their love affair. Lambro is described 

es a stony man whose only good is loving his daughter tenderly* He comes 

back hen» without cuinotmcing it because he intended ts surprise hia 

beloved daughter. But , since a report spread on the island avouched Lambro *s 

deathj Haidee, his sole heir, lived in her father's house together with Juan 

who play^ the master*s role. When Lambro arrives what he sees makes him fu

rious s people eating, dancing end singing in his gardens while Haidee and 

«Ajan eat richly in his house. Hec asks one of the musicians the reason for 

the festivity and the answer is that the master of the island is dead and 

his heir and her lover were then ruling all the affairs. Lambro entere the 

house through a private and secret gate and,getting close to Haidee*s room 

observM the couple without being noticed. After supper Haidee and Juan go 

to bed and Haidee has strange dreams. Sie wakes up at the sight of her fa

ther* She confesses her guilt and professes JUan's irmocence, begging Lam

bro *s pardon, but in vain. Juan is sent to sea, wounded and chained, as a 

slave. Haidee beromes very sick; she doesn't remember anything about her for
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Bier life and doesn't recognize her maids and room. When she does rememiaer

she gets mad and for twelve days and nights she doesn't sleep and finally

dies. Meanwhile Jüan finds himself on a boat with Italian slaves. They ar-

riv« in the Dardanelles from where they will be sent to the slave market in;

Constantinople. There they are whibited in order to be purchased. A black

eunuch buys JUan and another fellow, an Englishman, and takes them to t^e

sultsn's Palace. There the eumich makes Juan dress like a woman and Intro -

duces him to the sultana. She had seen him on the mazket and , having found

him attractive,had told Baba, the eunuch, to twjy him. Qulbeyaz, the sultana,

wants Juan's love and asks him If  he can love. Still z*ememb8rlng Haidee Juan

gets very angry and answers;

the prisoned eagle will not pair, nor I 

serve a Sultana's sensual phantasy." (V,l26)

The Sultana felt extremely insulted:

"Her first thought was to cut off Juan's head;

Her second, to cut only his - acquaintance;

Her third, to aöc him where he had been bred;

Her fourth, to rally him into repentance;

Her fifth, to call her maids and go to bed;

Her sixth, to stab herself; her seventh, to sentence 

Tha lash to Baba; but h«p grand resource 

Was to sit down again, and cry of course.”

(V; 139)

At the sight of her tears Juan began to stammer some excuses but had to stop

because the &iltan was coming to see his fourth wife. Jüan Is then put among

tho Sultana's maids and his beauty is noticed by the Sultan who says to Gul- 

beyaz:
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" I  sea you'vv bought another girl; *tis pity 

That a mar® Christian should be half so pretty"

(V, 155)

That night the Sultana slept with the Sultan and JUan, now named 

Jkjanna, was taken to the seraglio with the other girls. Since he was not ex

pected there was no couch for him and the maids* supervisor placed him with 

Oudu, a beautiful and silent girl. In the middle of the night the whole sera 

glio «mke up with Dudu*s cry. She explained she had had a bad dream and ex

cused herself. JLjanna, nevertheless, slept soundly and everybody w«nt to bed 

again.

The next rooming Gulbeyaz knew about Oudu's dream and that Juan had 

slept on her couch. She got vary angry and ordered Baba to bring the two new 

slaves to her and to have a boat ready on the secret portal *s side. Baba 

tried to dissuade har fmm her revenging purposes, but in vain. Ha then helped 

Juan and his friend to escape from the Sultana's power and palace.

Leaving the palace the two friends find themselves in a battle 

field. The Russians are besieging Ismail and Juan and Johnson surrender to 

the Russians and fight together with them. In this part Byron invokes Homer 

in order to relate the battle that is going to happoi between Russians and 

Turks. In this narration Byron poetically conveys all his horror and aversion 

for the atrocities of war, especially this kind of waz^ useless, aimlese, not 

based on principles.

The Russians triumph, the Sultan and his five sons die stoically. 

Juan saves a ten-year^ld girl fmm some wild Tartars, named Leila, and be

cause of his unintsitional bravezy is praised and taken to Russia. He
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had vowed to take cara of Leila for ever and so he takas her to Russia with' 

him. He had been sent there as a herald with the news of tha surrender of 

mail.

In Russia» Catharine II» who was forty-eight years old (accord - 

ing to Byron)» falls in love with JUan and takes him as her favourite.

Jüan grows a little dissipated in tha Fkissian ccux^» with ton many dances, 

and raonsy which

"raeda ice seera paradise» and winter sunny" (*» 21)

Suddenly he gats sick and the doctor n»o(mn«9ds a change of climate. Catherine 

sends him to Britain on a political mission. He and Loila go through Poland, 

Germany, Holland and finally arrive in England« Juan gets «icharated at the 

view of London and while ha is praising its beauty, freedom and honesty/four 

burglars attack him. He kills one of them and tha others n n  away.

Soon JUen is accepted in the best London society. His manners» his 

elegance, his politeness, evezything in him indicated a man of high rank. He 

has a mundane live - visits, lunches, dinners» receptions» etc. Being a bach 

alar ha is the canter of attention of all tha girls and their mothars. Ha 

is convinced by the ladias that Laila should ba brought up by a woman.Ifeuiy 

of the ladias wish te accompliah sach an honourabla duty end JUan finally 

chooses Lady RLnchteck» an aid and virtuous woman who» in her youth, had 

prevokad soma gossip.

At first JUan didn't find the English women pretty but later on

ha changed his mind. He was often

"exposed to temptation, even though himself avoided 

the occasion" (X H , 85)
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Because of some diplomatic affairs Juan becomes an acquaintance > 

of Lord Amundeville. He Is Invited to spend tha month of July In the Amunde- 

vllles* country house, an old monastery recover«! and reisullt. There tha men 

hunted, rode and read while the women walKed, rode, sang, wrote letters and 

discussed fashion. There were around thirty guests in the house. All of them 

played cards, billiards, and ate a lot. After dinner there was some dancing, 

soma *Hdecorous" flirtation and political discussion. All went to bed before 

midnight.

Juan distinguished himself by his conversation, riding skill and 

dancing, becoming a favourite of the ladies. One of them, the Duchess of 

Fitz-Fulke began to t z ^ t  him with some distinction. Their flirtation caused 

whispers and sneers and lady Adeline Amundeville thought it was her duty, as 

a frlendjto admonish the Duchess against such a behaviour. Her Nisband, Lord 

Henry, dicfri't agree withi her.

Lady Adeline Amtsideville grew very fond of JUan. She believraj it 

was a pure filin g  and that she oonsldered him like a brother since she was 

six months older than h:ei  ̂ She even advised him to get married but he re

plied that

"he*d wed with such or such a lady, if  that they 

were not married all already" (XV, 30)

She suggested several brides to him, omitting one, Aurora Raby, who was rich,

nobis, beautiful and an orphan « J ü a n  noticed the omission and expressed his sur

prise but lady Adeline replied she could not guess what he saw in that

"prim, silent, cold Aurora Raby" (XV, 49)

Her remark made him pay more attention to Aurora and he began to admire her
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t

table and, though reluctant at the beginning, she started to question him too»

One night Juan didn't fall asleep and decided to have a walk in

the house. Tha moon was shining and invited people to dreams and wonders.As

he walked he entered a gallery with old pictures of great dames and knights

but, at night those pictures had sonething

"ghastly, desolate, and dread" (XVI, 17)

Suddenly he heard footsteps, and saw a monk

"az^rayed in cowl euid baada and ckisky garb"

(XVI, 21)

The monk imsvfKi slowly and passing by Juan glanced on him a bright eys, with

out pausing. Juan was petrified, he doubted what he had seen. Thé shadow 

Passed by again and vanished. JUan remembered the tale of the 8S.ack Friar, 

an old monk’ s gtost who lived in the house and who appeared sometimes. So, 

that night he slept badly.

The: following morning Juan seemed worried and tired but he didn't 

say to any one what he had seen. Lord Henzy tegan to tell him the lsg«id of 

the Blac^ Friar whom he and Adeline had seen in their honeymoon. Adeline in- 

tez^ered for noticing that Juan was growing paler. She then sang tha song of 

the QpLack Friar and played it on her harp.

That was a busy day in the house. The elections were approaching
X

and Lord M»nry, a candidate, was z^eiving without announcanent any one who ; 

wis^Md to talk to hint. A banquet was offez^ and Lord Hwizy and his wife wezie 

very gentle to the peasants. Wh«i the day was over and the house quiet again 

all the guests began to laugh at the poor people they had seen, mocking their
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manners and clothes. Only Aurora and Juan dicbi*t maka any cosnonts and fiUTO-r 

ra seamed to approva of «hian*s silence.

After dinner thiQf all went to their rooms. Jüan put on his nightgown but 

felt uneasy. He heard footsteps and saw his door open. The friar came into 

his room, all dressed In black and with a hood, so that only his eyes could 

be seen. Juan got angry and struck the ghost but hit only the wall. He tried 

again and the ghost's clothes fall apart, as well as the hood, and. th«i 

the Duchess of Fltz-Falke appeared.

The next ^m ln g  the Duchess came down to breed<fast the last but 

one. After her, the latest, came Juan 

"with his virgin face"
(XVII, 13)

He looked as If  ha had combated with more than one ghost and the Duchess

seemed pale and shivered

"as If  she had kept a vigil or dreamt 

rather more than slept"

(XVII, 14)

It is clear they had slept together.

Tha poena ends up abruptly at this point since Byron died without 

finishing It . The reader wonders about Juan's future amorous advultures,since 

there are at least three possibilities; Adeline, Aurora and Fitz-Fulke. We 

also wonder about Leila's future and JUan's own and. A hypothesis is that 

Juan's last and ever lasting affair will be with Leila. Tha fact is that 

Byron himself hadn't decided abcxit the poem's end,which is clear in his let

ter of February 16, 1821, to his editor. Hurray:

"I  meant to take him the tour of France,
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with proper mixture of siege, battle and 

adventure, and to make him finish like 

Anachersis Cloots in the French Révolu 

tion (i .e ., guillotined)... I  meant tor 

have made : him a. Cavalier Ser

vente in Italy, and a cause for divorce 

in England, and arsentimental “Werther- 

faced man ” in Germany. But I had not 

quite fixed whether to m^e him end in 

Hell, or in an unhappy marriage, not know 

ing which would be the severest. The Span 

ish tradition says Hell; but it is probab

ly only an Allegory of the other state." (i(f)

(2)

2 .5 . A Parallel between Moliere's Dora Jüan and Byron*s Don Jbian

2.5.I.. Sirailarities

We find some interesting similarities between Moliere's play and 

Byron’ s poem:: both heroes seem to enjoy the moment and neither of ti*»!! thii:^ or 

worry about tha future. There is social criticism in both end their criticismi 

has one common target- hypocritical aristocracy. But whereas in ^toliere's ve^ 

sion Don Jtian is the attacker -

. . I ’hypocrisie est un vice à la mode,et tous 

les vices à la mode passent pour vertus.* (Vi2)-

and by loving women of all social classes h® states his dislike for the

aristocratic snobbery, in Byron’s poem the narrator or the circumstances play

tha satirical role: all the women who try to seduce Juan belong to a high

rank.

fcjt) Since the other known and popular version of Don Juan, in Spain, is Zor^

rllla’ s, in which he finds the ideal type of woman, Byron is possibly n  

ferring to El Burlador, who ends in Hell.
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Another similarity lies in the way both authors seem to view es-. 

teblished ireligiony symbolized by con vent ss in litoliere's pl«y Elvir« leavss

th* convont in ordar to marry Oom JUan and goes bade ta it after Oora Juan's 

refusal to live with her; in Byron's pooa« Julia is sent to a convent as a 

punishment for her unfaithfulness to har husband. It seems that convwits are 

only a refuge for frustrated or punished wam«i.

Nevertheless, what the two authors ireally share is the comiclty.

In order to understand the patBllel that will follow about the comicity of 

the two works it is necessary to give a glimpse at Bergson's essay on comi- 

city- Lc Rire::

Bergson defines the source of comicity as automation, revealed 

through distraction, exagération and repetition, Man is laughable, he says, 

when his attitudes, his gestures and his movements revaal a certain machEtfii— 

cism. Thus, the overlapping of body and soul produces a comic effect, for ex 

anple, because when man's physical ur^s prevail over his feelings he shows 

himself as a machine which obeys its mechanisms.

tergson distinguishes three types of comicitys 1) Comicity of 

language- It is ^ther created : by language - structure of sentences, choice 

of words, "jeu de mots", ate ( it can hartHy bë translated from one language 

into another), or expressed by language (it can be translated from one lan

guage into another). The comicity of language can also be cireated by an in 

version of tone (irony). 2) Comicity of character: This kind of comicity is

provided by automatimi, distraction, unsociability and rigidness, all inter

penetrated, Thus, the character who is a type, who follows his destiny auto

matically or wte is absent-minded,l8 a funny character. A-character who ig
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nores an aspect of his self Is also comic. A character conditioned by ne- . 

cesalty and circumstances is comic too* This type character has no individu

ality and is presented like an object. 3) Comicity of situation or ection- 

It is generally connected with two independent series of evraits, I .e ., an e 

vait which may be interpreted in two completely different «ays, by differwit 

people. The rigid repetition of an action or event is also a source of laugh 

ter.

Based upon automation as the main source of comicity Bergson fuzii 

ishes some clear examples of situations or people, that are comict a good 

or a bad c^allty which appears like a pattern for many people; similarity 

between characters; disguising; a character who unconsciously provokes his 

own doom; z^etltlon of stereotyped sentinices; to say what one hadri't planned 

to say or to do what csie hadn’t planned to do; moral organization of immoral 

ity ( to do evil or to behave badly but to describe such a behavlmir in terms 

of strict respectability); Inversion of common sense, i .e ., to see what one 

would like to see instead of thinking about what one sees, etc.

Thus we are going to apply Bergson’s theozy tai our two authors.

2 .5 .I .l .  Oomlcity of Language

It is the most evident form of comicity in Byron’s due to the 

presence of the narrator and his digressions. Irony is its roost striking de

vice.

In Uoliere the comicity of language is created mainly by Sga

narelle - 1 ,2 ; 1 ,1 ; 11,5; 1,1, etc;ha gives funny answers and makes fanny m  

marks; the play also has that kind of comicity Bergson calls "created by 

lohguege: in Acte H ,  scene I, in which the dialect spoken by Charlotte and'
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Piarrot is the source of comicity.

2«5»1.2. Qpwlcity of Qiaracter

An interesting fact about Uoliere's Dom JUan is that the hero

is never comic» He is somatimes witty. Almost all tha comicity of character 

of tha play is centralized upon Sjganarellet he is smart, he pretends inno - 

csnce and excuses his cowardice; ha always finds an excuse for his behaviour 

end has an answer ready for any circumstance. An example of this is his ans

wer to his master whw orders him to have dinner with him and the statues

"Je vous r«ids grace, il est demain jeûne pou» orai"

(IV,8)

In ^nron*s poem we find many comic characters: the hero himself, 

vriio follows his destiny auton^tically; the type characters - Julia, Adeline, 

Fitz-Fulke, Gulbeyaz and Catherine are all besautifUl, proud, coquettish, s^n 

sual and stupid, and the male characters - Don Alfonso, Lord /«nundeville, the 

Pa^ia^are all middle-aged (between fifty and sixty), authoritarian, jealous, 

proud and betrayed by their young wives; Don Juan's mother, Donna Inez, is a 

typical bluestoddng. This similarity between charactez*s, pointed out by Beig. 

son as a source of comicity, is also found in Moliere's play: in Actell, 

scale IV, Charlotte and Mathurine behavm alike, like two puppets manipulated 

i:̂  Dom Jtian.

Byron's poem presœits the overlapping of body and soul, in Canto

II : while Juan regrets his separation from Julia hs gets seasick; people are
• f

transformed into objects, when Pedrillo is eaten by his mates because chosen 

by the lots,

2»5.1*3 Comicity of Situation
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ln Möllere*s «e find several Independent series of happeningsr In 

Acte I« Ssene II , ^anarelle pretends to be talking to a différât master to 

whom he says everything he thinks of him and, of course, everything he says 

applies to Oora Jüan, but he says:

"Je parle au maître qua j'a i dit" ;

(n .4 )

also in Acte II , scène IV, Oom Juan conquers both Charlotte and Mathurine at 

the same time and both of them yield to him and believe that loves one and 

is only sorzy for the other; in Acte III, scène III , Oom Juan talks to Oom 

Carlos and praises his own per^n pretending to be a close friend of Oom 

Juan's; he even agrees that Oom Jüan ought to be punished and offers himself 

to be his paz*tner in a duel; in Acte IV, scène III , Oom Juan is so emiable to 

his taylor that t^e man leaves the house satisfied, wlthcxit having obtained 

the Payment of the debt.

We also find two independent series of happenings in Byron's poemr 

in Canto I  Don Alfonso tries to excuse himself for having suspected his wife's 

iwifaithftilness while Juan is hiddm in the wardrobe; Etonna Julia makes a x ^ l  

spsedi about her honour while Juan is under her own sheets ; in Canto VI Oom 

Juan, dressed like a woman, is treated by everybody like a young lady, with 

tha exception of Qulbeyaz and Baba; in Canto XVI, lady Adeline sings the song 

of the Slack Friar in order to amuse Juan and he gets even mors t^easy sdLnce 

he had seen the ghost the nig^t before.

The "quiproquo" is also fcHjnd in both works. In Molière's (Actell, 

s (^ e  i n )  there is a quarrel between Dom Jüan and Pierrot Sganarelle inter 

feres and receives a slap from his master which was maant for Pierrot. In
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Byran*s poaaiyold ladies are deflowered in the dark by some soldiers, by nd.8 

take. (V III,130)

Bathos is another conilc device employed by Molière and Byron, üi 

the po«n, in Canto XI, Jkjan is praising London and the English civilization 

and in the middle of his speech is attacked by four burglars. In Molière*s 

play, we see bathos twice: in Acte III , scène I , Sjganarelle talks enthusiast 

ically about man, God and religion and suddenly falls on the ground; in 

Acte V, scène VI, the soleimiity of Oom Jtian*s death is cut by Sganarelle*s 

reaction to it :

"Mes gages, mes gages!" (V,6)

Disguising, another comic device cited by Bergson, is also found 

in both works. In the play, in Acte III , Sganarelle, in order not to be tak

en for his master end so be killed in his place, disguises himself as a doc

tor and Don Juan is disguised as a countryman. In Byron*s poem, in Canto %  

vkian is dressed like a woman in order to become the Soltana*s lover. The 

Duchess of Fitz-Fulke also disguises herself as the Black Friar in order to 

seduce Juan. The ending of the Black Friar incident is also an example of 

bathos in the poem.

TNjs we realize that the comicity of situation, in its several 

devices, ie the most striking similarity between Byron's Don Juan and Moli- 

ère*s Dom Juan.

2.5.2« Différences

There are seme striking differences between tNi two works in terns ef

plotaWhereas in Molière*a play there is no reference t® Dan Juon*s childhoed, 

in Byran*s poen wa see ths development of the character, from hia birth
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and childhood up to his adventures in England; in Byron's poem there is no 

wedding, whereas in the play Ooei Jtran gets married several tiroes; the route 

traveled by Byron's hero i&  much longer than Moliere's hero's. There is an 

absence of God in the action of the poem, and no idea of punishment, either,' 

Tha women seduced by Moliere's here are ell naive, romantic and a little fool 

ish, whereas the women Byron's hero meets ara, with the exception of Haidee, 

expezl«iced and luxurious. In the po&a Don Juan does not perform any betrayal 

on purpose whezTeas in the play inconstancy is the hero's philosophy.

2J5.3- Apparent Similarities

There aare some events in the two works that at first glance ap

pear to be similar, but a deeper analysis shows the difference. Thus, there 

is a shipwreck in both but, whereas in fctoliere's it is caused ly Dom JUan's 

luxury and foolishness,in Byron's it is a general catastrophe in which all 

perish except the hero. There is a love affair connected with the rescue of 

the two heroes but, whereas in Moliere's Oom Jüan seduces Charlotte intention 

ally, in Byron's poem JUan and HaidTC fall in love with each other, without 

any premeditation. There is murder in both works, but in very different cii^ 

cumstances: in the play Oom Juan kills a commander and Sganarelle reports it 

as if  it had been a real crime, whereas in the poem Oon JUan kills a burglar 

who has attacked him. There, is conflict in both works, but in the play Dom 

Juan fights intentionally, in order to help Dom Carlos, whereas in tha poem 

Oon Juan finds himself on a battle field all of a sudden and has to fight in 

order to preserve his life. Even the supernatural element is found in both

works, hut in Byron's it is ridiculed since the Black Friar's ghost is a 

fake. "
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Nevertheless, ths most striking apparent similarity betwaan the , 

twmo is the seduction we find in both. Whereas Molier«'s hero seduces wo

man for his own pleasure^ Byron' s hero is a nice-looking guy who is seduced 

ty woman; he is so naturally attractive that all the women fall in love with 

him and

"...h is  main concern is not seduction but, 

on the contrary, protecting himself against 

being seduced by women he does not love."

(3)

There we see the reverse of Itoliere's hero as well as Molina's. In fact, as 

an aut^Kir points out̂  (4) Qyron opened the way to a real licaice in w^at con

cerns donjuanism. After him any chajracter who has adventures with women may 

ba called "Don jUan*,

How could the notions of donjuanism wa saw in the previous chapter 

be applied to Byron's hero? He doesn't have any of the characteristics of the 

intensive seducer or of the extensive seducer Kierkegaard refers to, Ha does 

not search for the image of his imathsr, or the ideal woman, as Rougemont 

believas, simply because ho doesn't search far arything. FVtrthsrmare, the 

imago ho has of his mother mustn't be a good one. He is neither the Christian 

devil nor the here of Otte Rank since he lacks an aim in his life; ho lacks 

conscieusnsss. The other psychological intsrpx*otatiens of donjuanism, con

cerning virility and impotence, can also be discarded since he does not per^ 

ferm any seduction, ha is only a man who reacts the way a man is supposed to 

react in certain clroumstances. He seems to bo se psychologically normal 

that he even fells in leve but doesn't die of leve.
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Only a small part of Camus's Interpretation of denjuanisa could be 

applied to Byron's hero: the fact that he doas not care for the future and

enjoys only the present* Bat Don Juan lacks all the reasoning and conscious

ness of Canajs*6 imaginary hero; as a normal person he wants to live, te

survive, and all his actions are dictatcMl by external circumstances*

Thus, we realize that Moliere's donjuenism is completely different 

from Byron's. In a way, Byron's hero seems to be a more successful Oon Juan 

than Moliere's or Molina's since he does not need to make any effort and

doesn't have any seductive purpose.__ On the other hand, exactly because

he doesn't need to «irmount difficulties end doesn't have a purpose in life 

his conquests seem meaningless; they dc»i*t bring him Joy and he seems a vic

tim instead of a hero.
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3, THE LITERARy GENRES AND THEIR HELATIONSHIP WITH PLOTT

In this chapter we intend to establish a parallel between Moll - 

ere*s play and Byron’ s poem concerning genre. Since the two seem to 

have used mixed genres we shall discuss the theoretical aspects of the geai» 

res they may have used - comedy, tragedy, epic and satire, in an attempt to 

classify both of them. It is also our intention to verify to what extent the 

diffez^ces in plot we detected in tha previous chapter could be imputed ta 

the literary gwires used.

3 .1 . The Epic

3.1.1» Concept

Hegel, in his Aesthetics (1), defines epopee as a poetic re

constitution of a heroic past which constitutes tha foundation of the cons- 

cienca of a nation. According to him, the epopee is a collective enterprise 

in which the totality of a nation's spirit is expressed, at the beginning of 

its heroic stage, in the form of events and historical figuras, through the 

intuition of one froet. Staiger (2) seems to agree with Hegel when he says 

that the apic poet is in a circle where 4ie tells the group his stoxy ( in 

the wordy way bis listeners view it, according to their tradition), so that 

the poet sNsws that he has grasped the inherent rt^hm and the way of expras 

sion of his people and indicates to them, through his poem, their own found

ations.

F. Germain says that

”1*épopée traduit soit une société, soit une 

mentalité primitives ( . . .)L*épopée raconte 

l ’enfance des peuplas." (3)
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It presents to mankind, according to Germain, a world of "grandeur“, of hex^ 

oism, of abnegation and superhuman stniggles, a world of victory. It can ap

pear at any time whan laan feels in a prinitivB mood and insecure because 

then hs fTOls the necessity of an inspiration, of a rensmbrance that will 

push and stimulate him.

3 .1 .2 . The Epic Poet

According to Hegal, the epic poet must share the beliefs and 

way of thinking of the time he sings, but hi^ production is the free produc

tion of an individual. Nevertheless, he i%ist disappear before his creation, 

and his expression of tl;» events must be conveyed by his characters.

Northrop Frye (4) seems to mean exactly the opposite; the poat 

addresses his audience, he says, not as a character but as the author, where 

as the characters remain hidden. Could he possibly mean that, since the epo

pee is a narrative and not a drama there are no dialogues but a narrator wrfio 

is the author?

In order to clarify the matter we shall adopt Aristotle's state

ment which has possibly inspired Ffegel;

"The poet roust speak as little as possible

by himself, since it is not through speak

ing that he is an imitator( . . . )  Homer, af 

ter a short introduction, immediately in

troduces a man, a woman or another charac

ter, and not only do they have character

but also their customs are studied.” (S)

Emil Staiger points out the stable attitude of the poet, his ab

sence of emotion, which becomes evident through his innumerable digressions
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and interruptions in tha narrative. These characteristics reveal, eccording
r

to Staiger, the poet's preoccupation with the object by itself and not with 

the ending of the poem so that the ending cannot be enphaslzed. In fact, he 

says, there isn't dramatic tension in an epopee.

Staiger also says that the epic poet looks back into the Past as 

a contrast to the present and F. Germain completes his thought:

"L'évocation épique du passé a toujours

été le meilleur moyen de pousser a l'ac 

tien." (6)

3 .I .3 . Objective of the Epic Poem

According to Hegel, titra objective of the epic poem is to paint 

facts and cxmcretB events. F. Germain sees a social objective in the epic: 

a stinnslus to action, through the raaindlng of ancient heroes and heroic ac

tions.

3-1*4. The Epic Characters

Hegel points out that the epic characters must be really his

torical figures, presented in their real activities. They must offer, accord 

ing to him, a variety of characteristics that make them complete men:, they 

are husbands, lovers, sons, fathers, and appear in various situations. The 

fact that they are the synthesis of a national character puts them in a su

perior level. F. {^rmain completes Hegel by saying that the epic hero must 

be the model of his society, with all its possible and desirable qualities, 

one of them being invencibllity. Nevertheless, Hegel remarks that the es - 

sential qualities of the hero must be the innate ones, the natural side of
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his charactery and not his maml qualities or those that were the product 

of his conscious will.

Endl Staiger detects another characteristic of the epic hero: his 

existence has as its foundation one sense, sight. He loves what is visible, 

the light. That seems to combine with Hegel's description of the concrete as 

the objective of the epopee and it seems to explain Staiger's remark that 

death, love and orgy hava a very secondary role in the epic, if any, since 

they are not concrete (love) and ere dark (death and orgy).

To F. Gennain, the epic hero is the centml figure of the «pie.

3 .1 .5 . Characteristics of tha Epic

Tha epic work has many formal or structural characteristics 

pointed out by several authors.

Hegel seems to emphasize the unity of the epic' unity of ch^r 

acter, i .e ., one character must be present at all the events and report the» 

from the beginning to the end; unity of the objective events- the starting 

point of the epic poem is always an individual event to which all the epi 

sodes are lifted even if  only as obstacles to the hero's aim; and finally, 

the unity of the epic woxfe must be provided by a determined aim so that

it forras a whole, finished and complete. That doesn't mean, according to Fte- 

gel, that the details and particularities do not share a relative indepsn - 

dence, a point stressed by Staiger when he says that there is an autonomy' of 

the parts and an addition of independait parts when the parts of life repre

sented are also independent. Frye says practically the same when ha paints 

out the episodic plot of the epic poem.

Both Hegel and Staiger stress the absence of separation between■
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feeling and action, internal aims and acoldoits or external events since the 

states of ndnd as well as the thoughts are viewed like events, in the epopee.

Hegel points out the variety of themes found in the epic and both 

Staiger and Frye agree with him. Life is presented in its total diversifica

tion because the epopee presents the characteristics of the gods, of men and 

of everything . else, according to Staiger. Frye exemplifies Staiger and Hegel: 

everything related to human life is a theme of the eple - life, death, old 

age, youth, nature, freedom, slavery, hypocrisy, Justice, war, civilization, 

the woman, etc.

Hegel says that fate prevails in the spie. According to him the 

circumstances ere superior to tha hero whose destiny is creatcK) outside him 

although he continues to be strong and independent because he discredits bm«is 

and presages. That's the reason, he says, for the main interest of the epic 

work to rest upon what happens to the hero accidentally and not upon his 

wishes and aims.. In a way Hegel seems to have found an ultimate reason for 

Staiger*s remark atout the absence of dramatic tension in the epic work and 

its interest iitself and not by its ending. This would also explain the 

prolixity of the epic narrative and its numerous digressions, qualities 

stressed Hegel, Staiger and Frye.

&3th Frye and Steiger point out another formal characteristic of

the epic; its  symmetry, detected in a rhythmic and metric unity. According 

to S ta g er  such a sytranetry reveals the emotional distance of the epic poet 

from his work.

Both Frye and Staiger point out the identity and immutability of 

facts and people in the epic work. Frye says that the classic epic work is
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cyclical: it seems that the ending of the action resembles its beginning,sug 

gestlng a coherent stability in the universe« And Staiger points out the ab

sence of evolution in what concerns people:; the last years of k man's life 

do not derive from his first ones but are simply added to them, ^ in g  and 

maturity seem not to exist for the epic characters, he says.

Staiger ei^hasizes the rich vocat»jlary of the epie  ̂ what seems 

to be derived from its variety of themes, and Frye adds that there is always 

am enormous amount of traditional knowledge, allusions and references toi 

mythological beings, faim3us poets and leaders, in an epic work. The appeal 

to the muse is another characteristic of the epic, according to Frye and Stai 

ger.

Hegel thinks that the most convenient situation for the epic po^ 

is the one characterized by the war between two different nations. In such 

a circumstance the epic adopts a universal and historical claim from one 

people against another, what unites the people. F. Germain extends this idea 

by saying that the social group plays an important role in the epic t

"...l'épopée raconte des guerres, des expéditions^ 

de vastes enterpzdses; l'épopée prêche souvent un 

effort collectif, un vaste rassemblement d'hommes,

au mépris des divergences personnelles. La foule 

est donc tan acteur essentiel dans une véritable é

popée. C'est pour elle que le plus souvent lutte 

le héros( . . . )  Cette foule n'est pas passive. Elle 

se bat pour an^nagerrun avwîir nouveau; et c'est 

cette entreprise qui donne le sens de chaque épo

pée," (7)

Fxys distinguishes the epic of returning from the other kinds.
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of tha epic .According to hi» the "Odissey" be^n that type of the epic. In 

which the hero escapes safe from unbelievable dangers and arrives home in 

a crucial moment. Besides this characteristic the epic of returning shares 

with the others the same qualities pointed out above.

3 .2 . The Tragedy

3»2*1« Explanations of Tragedy

According to Northrop Frye there are two formulae which have 

often been used to explain tragedy:

"One of these is the theory that all tragedy 

exhibits the omnipotence of an external fate,

( . . . )  The other reductive thojxy of trag^y 

is that the act which sets the tragic proc

ess going must be primarily a violation of

moral law, whether human or divine; in short, 

that Aristotle’s hamartia or "flaw“ must have 

an essential connection with sin or wrong - 

doing." (a)

According to the first formula the rightning of the balance in 

nature which was disturbed by the hero (a process called n©nesis by the Greeks) 

happens impersonally, unaffected by the moral quality of Na/roan motivation 

involved.

According to the secajpd explanation of tragedy the nemesis is re

lated to a violation of moral law, connected with sin or wrongdoing.

Anyway, according to Frye,

"the response to tragedy is 'this must be*, or̂  

perhaps more accurately, *this does happen*; 

the event is primary, the explanation of it 

secondary and variable." (9)
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/According to ttie same euthart

"in its most elem^taxy form, the vision of law 

(dike) operettas as lex talionis or revenge. The 

hero provokes enmity, or inherits a situation of 

enmity, end the return of the avenger constitutes 

the catastropheC*.'. ) We notice howevar the fre - 

quency of the device of making the revenge come 

from another world, through gods or ghosts or ore 

d e s ."  (10)

3 .2 .2 . The Tragic Hero

Ih analysing the tragic herô  Fzye, taased upon Aristotle, says 

that he is very great as compared to us and very small as compared to gods, 

fate, eccident, necessity, fortune, circumstances or any combination of these.

Another characteristic of the tragic hero, pointed out by Frye, 

is his proud, passionate, obsessed mind, which constitutes his fatal flaw or 

hybris and would explain, to a certain extent, his failure. There is always 

a crucial itKimsnt in tragedy  ̂ or Augenblick, he says, in which two opposite 

ways of behavi«;ir are seen by the audience simultan^jusly, ene conducing te 

catastrophe and the other condueing to happiness or success  ̂but they are not 

perceived by the hero because of his hybris or, if they are, there is no 

iKsre option left for him, for the wheel of fortune will have b^un its ine» 

vitable cyclical movement downward.

In analysing the tragic hero Henri Bergson emphasizes his indivi

duality K

"Le héros de tragédie est une individualité unique 

en son genre( . . . )  Personne ne lui ressemble parce 

qu*il ne rassemble a personne. Au contraire, un



instinct remarquable porfce le poète condquey 

c^and il a compose son personnage central» à 

en faire graviter d'autres tout autour qui pré 

sentent les mêmes traits généraux." (Il)

3 .2 .3 . Other Characters of Tragedy

Besides the hero Frye mentions another character in tragedy 

call»! the "suppliant", who corresponds to the buffoon of comedy. The supply 

antf often a female character,^ presets a pathetic figure of helplessness 

and destitution.

Analysing the chorus or chorus character of tragedy Rrye says that 

it represents the society from which the hero is gradually isolated or the 

social norms against which the hero is sinning. Therefore the chorus is not 

the voice of the hero's conscience although it never induces him into dis - 

astrous action.

3.3.^ The Ooniedy (jĵ )

Northrop Frye defines the theme of the comic as

"the integration of society, which usually t^es  

the form of incorporating a central character d£i 

to it . "  (12)

This inosrporation of the hero into the society and the obstacles he finds 

in it would then constitute the action of comedy.

The relationship between the audience and what goes on the stage 

is very impoz«tant. The logic of the events generally yields to the audience's

(iQ According to Encyclopaedia Britannica comedy arose out of the revels c»n 

nected with a god of vegetation,Dionysus; so the word comedy is, from its 

beginning, linked with revel.
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«vish of a happy ending » so that at the end of a comedy there is g kind of 

cotwBunion between the audionce euid the play since the final society emerged 

is the one desired by the audience.

Keman says that

**the deus ex machina may be anathema in tz^gedy, 

but it is a vital part of comedy." (13}«

and Frye observes that the happy ending is generally manipulated by the 

author. He points out two other characteristics of comedy; its tendency to 

inc]4ide as many people as possible in its final society and the fact that 

the bloclcing characters (t(:) are ROX*e often reconciled or eon vert than re

pudiated, which emphasizes their inconsistency.

3.3»1. Titles of Oaraedy

According to Henri Bergson the object of high comec  ̂ is to 

paint general types. He says that even the titles of the gireat comedies ere 

meaningful:

"IL8 Misanthrope, l*/ware, le Jbueur, la Distrait» etc, 

voila des noms de genres; et là même où la comsdie de 

caractèra a pour titre un nom propre, ce nom propre 

est bien vite entraîné, par le poids de son cbntwiu, 

dans le couz^t des noms communs. Nous disons *un Tar 

tuffe*, tandis que nous ne dirions pas *una Phedre* ou 

*un P o ly e u c t e * (14)

He reinforces his point by saying that Oteiny comedies have as their titles 

nouns iii the plural or collective nouns.

(*) The characters who impede or try to impede fortunes of the lovers.
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3.3*2» The Ckimic Haro

In analysing tha comic character Bergson establishes a parallel 

between the comic character and the tragic character. The latter, he says, 

is an indivichjal observed in depth by the author whereas the coralc author 

chooses characteristics for his hero that may be reproduced and are not de

finitely lirdced to him but may be detected iri many people. Therefore, the ccm 

ic author doesn't search the ultimate reasons for his hero's qualities and 

behaviour because, according to Bergson, that would kill the comic effects

”11 faut, pour c^e nous soyons tentes d '«i 

rire, que nous en localisions la cause dans 

une région moyenne de l'âme." (IS)

fryts says that the comic hero is g^erally mediocre but socially 

attractive, whereas the emphasis is put upon tha defeated characters. One 

reason for that is the fact that the successful hero's life will begin at 

the end of the play, when the audience is given to understand that everybody 

will be happy afterwards, including the hero and his beloved. The action of 

the play is constituted by the obstacles the hero finds in his int^ration 

with society so that those characters that oppose his integration have to 

be emphasized.

3 .3 •3 . The Other Characters of Oomedy

Frye lists three types of coralc characters: the alazons or im

postors, the eirons or self-deprecators and the buffoons. He adds another 

one, churl who, with the buffoon, polarizes the comic mood.

The alazon is generally a blocking character ikit what characterizes 

him is more a lack of self-knowledge than simple hyï»crisy.

The eiron type is rather neutral and unformed in character. In
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this type are includad the haro, the haroina» the type

"entrusted with hatching the schemes which 

will bring about the hero’s victoiy" (16),

who is either a tricky slave or a valet or a vice (#)« and the characteri

usually an older man, who begins the play by withdrawing from it and ends

it by returning.

The buffoon type is the entertainer of the audience. His function 

is to increase the oood of festivity rather than to contribute to the plot. 

The buffoon may be a professional fool, a clown, a page, a singer, a cook, 

a parasite, a Jovial host. He centralizes the comic mood.

The churl type generally belongs to the alazon group. His irole is 

that of the refuser of festivity, the one who tries to stop the fUn or, if 

he does not refuse the raood of festivity he marks the extent of its range*

The role of the refuser of festivity may be played by another cter 

acter whom Fiye calls the plain dealer,

"an outspoktfi advocate of a kind of moral 

norm who has the sympatl^ of the audience.”

(17)

In <3n ironic comedy, Frye says, an absurd society may be condemned by or at 

least contrasted with the plain dealer, who may become a i^lcontent or railer

and may seem superior to his society. According to Frye

"such a character is appropriate when the tone

is ironic enough to get the audimce confused

about its sense of the social norro;he corresponds 

roughly to tite chorus in a tragedy, which is there 

for a similar a?eason."(IB)

_ - •

fe(i) The vice acts from pure love of mischief but his activity is benevolent, 
Fxye remarks.



3*3.4. Phases of Oowedy

According to Fzye comedy blesids into irony end satira at one 

and and into romance at the other. He recognizes six phases of comedy, from 

infancy to death7 a) the first phase of comedy and the nmst ironic of all is 

that in which a huimjroua society triumphs or ]~emains undefeated. In this 

phase a RKire intense irony is achieved when the humorous society simply dis

integrates wittout anything taking its place. In this type of comedy there 

is always a redeeming agent who can be divine (deus ex mechina); b) the sec

ond phase of comedy is that in which the hero does hot transform a humorous 

society but simply escapes or runs away from it, leaving its structure as it 

was befoxm. This is the quixotic phase of comedy; c) The third phase of co»« 

edy is that in which an old chamcter, a senex iratus or other humor gives 

way to a young man's desires; d) With the fourth phase we begin to move out 

of the world of experi^ce, i .e . ,  the iranic world, into the world of romance 

and ideal. The world visualized in this tyjie of comedy is a world of desire, 

not as an escape from society but as the genuine forw of the world that hu

man life tries to imitate; e) In the fifth phase of comedy we rasve into a 

world that is still more romantic, less Utopian and more Arcadian, lass 

festive end more p«isive, where the comic ending is less a matter of the way 

the plot turns CKit than of the perspective of the audience. In this phase 

the reader or audience feels raised above the action  ̂and its tragic implica

tion is presented as though it were a play within a play that we can see in 

ell dinenslons at once; f) The sixth phase of comady pn^ents ■ world of 

ghost stories, thrillers, and Gothic renanoes, in a total desintogretion 

and collapse of the comic society.
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3 .4 ,1 . A Definition of Satire

According to Northrop Frye

"the word satire is said to come from setura* 

or hashI and a kind of parody of form seems 

to run ell through its tradition, frora the 

mixture of prose and verse in early satire to 

the jerky cinematic changes of scene in Rabe

lais ." (19)

In his course Modem Literary Satire Dr- Jdfvi Reagan defined sat

ire as **any literary form which has as its main purpose to attack a problem, 

a situation or p^ple in order to change the reader's perception of the r e ^  

ity that surrounds him", Q|(.)

3 .4 .2 . History of Satire

Aristotle, in the Poetics, says that the earliest division of 

poetry occunred when the graver spirits reproduced noble actions and the ac

tions of good man composing hymns to the Gods and praises of heroes. In con

trast, spirits of a more trivial sort, who reproduced the actions of meaner 

persons, composed satires in order to crLticize them. The first ones, who 

WBre Epic poets, became writers of Tragedy and the other ones, the lampooners, 

became writers of comedy. So, according to Aristotle old comedy derived from 

the satiric improvisations uttered by the leaders of the phallic songs which 

were

- "ritual performances devoted to increasing

the fertility of the land, the herds, and 

the people." (20)

(*) Notes from the_ course  ̂Modem Literary Satire, which we attended at George

town Lhiverslty, in May-June, 1973.
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Elliot points out that

"in its early manifestations in Greece,

Arabia and Ireland satire is intimately 

connoted with magic and the satirist 

hardly distinguishable from the magician."

(a)

3^4»3. Types of Satire

Keman affirms that criticism has treditionnally distinguished 

only two main types of satire: formal verse satire and menippean satire. Ac

cording to Keman the term menippean, which originally referred to those sat 

ires writtai in a mixture of verse and prose, has gradually come to include 

any satiric work written In the third psr^n, in which the attack is managed 

under cover of a fable. Works short of extreme realism would then be classi

fied as menippean.

Foitual verse satire, on the other hand, has been used to identify 

those satires wiritten in versa, with no continuous narrative and where the 

author appears to speak in his own person.

According to the same author another difference between menippean 

and formal verse satire lies in their focus. In the menippean type the scene 

is stressed to a point that it absorbs the satirdst whereas in formal verse 

satire the satirist dominates the scene. He may be identified as I or may be 

even given the author’s name but his main characteristic lies on his emeiging 

from anonymity, providing the reader with hints of his character and origins. 

He is generally agrarian, presenting the countryside as the ideal life by 

contrast with the scenery of his satire which is always urban,

3»4.4. The Essence of Satire
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Frye establishes two essential cfualities for satire: wit or hu

mor, founded on fantasy or a sense of the grotesque or absurd, and attack, 

behind which thsire is an implicit moral standard: for effective attack, he 

says,

"we must, reach some kind of impersonal level, 

and that commits the attacker, if  only by 

implication, to a moral standard," (22)

Fiye establishes as one of the COTtral themes of the mythos of 

satire the disaRaearance of the heroic. This would be the reason for the pre 

dominance in fictional satire of the Omphale archetype,

"the man bullied or dominated by women, which 

has been prominent in satire all through its 

history, and embraces a vast area of contem

porary humor, both popular and sophisticated."

(23)

He considers as the arche:^pal theme of irony and satire the sense that ef

fective action and heroism are absent, disorganized or foradoomed to defeat, 

and that anarchy and confusion reign over the world, a sense which he calls 

"sparagBos"«

Keman emphasizes the elusive speaker who is sometimes identifi«! 

as "I" and soroetimes given a name in satire, as well as the picture of sot^ 

ety it provides. But satire’ s n»st striking quality is, in his point of view, 

the absence of plot:

"Vm seem at the conclusion of satire to be 

always at very nearly the same point whare 

we began(...} the scenery and the feces may 

haVe changed outwardly, but fiaidamentally we
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are looking at the samo world, and the 

same fools, and the sarae satirist we met 

at the opening of the work" (24)

Such a statement reinforces the "sparagmos" Frye referred to, 

which creates the tone of pessimism inherent in satire. Keman says

that whatever movement there is it is a mere intensification of the unpleas 

ant situation with which satire opens and not plot in the true sense of change*

Or, John Reagan emphasized in his course the social aspect of sa^ 

izvr satire always attacks a basic problwn and tries to change the reader's 

perception of it . Since it deals with values and establishes e norm it forces 

the reader to make a judgement. Another aspect «nphesized in his course was 

the pessimism inherent in satire which makes tha appar»»t solution to a prob 

lem be merely a particular one, while the general problem remains. Another 

of his points, shared by Keman, is the absence of true characters in satire 

which presœits only caricatures, with no psychological depth.

The ultimate mai^ target of attack in satire seems to be human

natura itself since

. **what starts as local attach ends up by 

calling the whole institution into ques 

tion« (25),

and
**when the satirist criticizes tuiman actions 

and accomplishments he naturally criticises 

Niimans themselves." (26)

Another ronark made by Keman deals with the. similarity between 

the satirist and the tragic hero who both
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"cry out that they arm men 'raore sinn*d 

against than sinning* and try to oppose 

the course of evil with the lash of 

scorn and vituperation* (27)

According to Frye we should look for the continuing ancyclo - 

Paedic tradition in satire and irony and

”we should expect that the containing form of 

the ironic or satiric epic would be the pure 

cycle, in which every quest, however success 

ful or heroic, has sooner or later to be made 

over again.»» (28)

3^43» 0>aracteristies of Satire

Besides its inherent qualities satire has some other character

isticB such as

•»a deliberate rambling digressiveness" (29), 

in the words of Frye, which would explain the extraordinary number of frag

mentary, unfinished or anonymous satires.

Another characteristic, pointed out fay Keman, is the disorderly 

and crowded scene of satire:

"It is no accident that most satire is

set in the city, particularly in the

metropolis with a polyglot people." , ,
(3QJ

This also reflects the agrarian attitude of the satirist.

Keman also points out that

"the author of satire always portrays the 

grotesque and distorted, and concentrates 

to an obsessive degree on the flesh " (31)
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Frye paints out another characteristic of satire, a calculated 

bathos, a quality very much related to the "sparagmos" and mock heroism. 

According to Keman

"of all the major literary g«ires satire 

has tz^ditionnally made most pretense of 

being realistic" (32),

and the satiric author

"fills his work with references to contemporaiy 

customs, places, names. He will probably call 

attrition to the absence from his writing of 

the usual ornaments of poetiy" (33).

So that the attention of the reader is

•»thus directed away from the satiric work itself 

and toward some second object, the personality

of the author or the contwnporary social scene”.

(34)

But, Keman goes on, all these efforts to repudiate the Muse and to empha

size the down-to-earth quality of the satirist and his work are

"themselves stylistic devices used in a perfectly 

conventional wanner to establish the character 

and tone tcaditionally thought appropriate for 

the satiric genre. Paradoxically, the claim to 

have no_style is itself a trick of style employed 

by nearly every satirist, and his realistic touches 

are themselves satiric conventions. •* (35)

So that, according to Keman, we mustn't deny the independence of artistic 

status to satire and
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" we need to approach satire in tha way we do 

other poetry - as an art; that is, not a d^ 

rect report of the poet’s faelings and the 

literal incidents which aroused those feel

ings, tjut a construct of symbols- situations, 

scenes, characters, language - put together 

to express some particular, vision of the world.

The individual parts must be seai in terms of

their function in the total poem and not 

^dged rafarmice to things outside the poem

such as the medical history of the author or

the social scene in which he wrote". (36)

Another charactexdstic of satire, pointed out by Keman, is its

"fragmenticity", or its tendency to pass rapidly from one subject to another,

which he sees as either a function of the plot, demonstrating the continuous

movement that nsoer brings about change, or

"as an attribute of the scene contributing 

to tha effect of a disordered world in which 

thttre is a limiiaess ai^nt of depravity", (37)

Keman also points out that

"although there is always at least a suggestion 

of soma kind of Niimne ideal in satire { ., .)  

this idEial is never haavily stressed for in 

the satirist’s vision of the world decency is 

forever in a precarious position near the edge

of extinction and the world is about to pass 

into eternal darkness." (38)

And Dr. Reagan saems to cotnplate Keman when he says that if  there is a so

lution "to a problem i^at solution applies only to a particular situation.



letting the general problem reiaain.

Another point made by Keman is that if  it is a character who 

delivers the attack on vice he must appear the moral opposite of the world 

he condemns, he must be horrifi«] at what he sees end nustn*t have any 

doubts on what is right and whafc is wrong.

3 .4 3 .  Satirical Devices

. _____ ^AcMrd^g, to Dr. .Reegan the author of e satire makes us feel

and sense very directly a problem; through several techniques such as iro-

ny- situational or of inversion».,sarcasm. Juxtaposition of two situations, 

allusion {which danands a certain knowlege from the reader, to be effect

ive) , allegory, grotesque allusions, parody, wit and humor, bathos, etc.

We will study in detail those that characterize the mock-epic or iKJck-her 

oic r

a) burlesque or anti^heroism - It is the comic imitation of a serious

literary form - spic or tragic - relying on an extravagant incongruity b_e

tween a subject and its treatment. Parody is the burlesque aPH3lied to a

certain author, poem or other work, and it demands the knowlege of the o-

riginal that is being mimicked.

Frye points out the constant tendency to self-parody in satiric

rhetoric V which presents even the process of writing itself from becoming

an over simplified convention or ideal. In Don Juan we simultaneously

read the poem and watch the poet at work writing it :: we eavesdrops on his

associations, his struggles for rhymes, his tentative and discarded plans,

the subjective preferences organizing his choice of details ( . . . ) ,  his d£ 

cisions whether to be-serious or mask himself with humor". (39)
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b) Bathos <> It is an anticlimax which results from a sudden brsak of tha 

dramatic tension, a dropping from the sublime to the ridiculous.

Burlesque and isathos are the essential qualities of a literary 

form which is called either mock-epic or mock-heroic. According to C.Hugh 

Holman these two terms are frequently used interchangeably. They designate 

a literary form

" which burlesques the epic by treating 

a trivial subject in the ‘grand style*, 

or which uses the epic formulas to make 

ridiculous a trivial subject by ludicrous 

ly overstating i t .”
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liBUally tha characteristics of the classic epic are employed - invocation 

to a deity or to a muse, division into books and cantos, speeches of the 

Niroes, descriptions of warriors, battles and games, employment of super

natural machinery, etc.

3»4»7> Satire and Irony

It may be advisable to draw the distinction between satire and 

irony in terns of structtjm. According to Northrop Frye

"the chief distinction between irony and 

satire is that satire is militant irony; 

its maral norms are relatively clear, and 

it assumes standards again^ which the 

grotestpJe and absurd are measured. Sheer 

invective or name-calling (i"flyting'*) is 

Satire in which there is relatively little 

irony:: on the other hand, whenever a reader 

is not sure what the author’s attitude is



or what his own is supposed to be, we 

have irony with relatively little sat

ire. " (41)

Frye defines satire as irony stjructurally close to the comic, re 

fleeted in satire's double focus of morality and fanta^, saying that

" irony with little satire is the non-heroic 

residue of tragedy, centering on a theme 

of puzzled defeat." (42)

3i4i8. The Satirist

The satiric author is very similar to the moralist who also 

tries to change his audience's perc^itions, but they differ in thodr aims.

The main goal of the moralist is to change his audience's views and percept 

ions, to make p®3ple act in a different waŷ  whereas the satirist is gener

ally satisfied with changing his readers'views and not in solving problems. 

\tery often the satiric author does not present any clear solution to the 

problem he transmits although he often establishes norms of conduct through

out his satire. In fact, the satirist, looks for an emotional reaction. He 

does not believe that evil will be eradicated, for his sense of the world is 

one in which

"vice is  so ORBiipresent and so arrant that 

it  cannot be; avoided.” (43)

According to Elliot

"the satirist claims, with much justification, 

to be a true conservative. Usually (but not 

always, there are significant exceptions) he

operates within the established framework of
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society, accepting its norms, appealing to 

reason (or to what his society accepts as 

rational) as the standard against which to 

judge the folly he sees. He is the preserver 

of tradition- the true tradition from which 

there has been grievous falling away”, (44)

That’s why, it seems, the satirist

"seems always to come from a world of 

Pastoral innocence and kindness" (45)

All this claim generally comes in an Apologia, whether formal or informal,

which the satirist has felt compelled to write from the time of Horace, Per

sius, and «ktvenal, down to Boileau, Swift and Pope and into our own day. From

the Apologies we get

** a kind of ideal image which the satirist 

pnijTOts of himself and his art",

according to which he Is

"a public sex*vant fighting the good fight 

aspinst vice and folly wherever he meets 

it:; he is honest, brave, protected by the

rectitude of tiis motives; he attacks only 

the wicked and then selctom or never by name;

he is, in short, a oraral man appalled by

the evil he sees around him, and he is

forced by his conscience to write satire", (46)

Nevertheless Keman makes a very important remark

"The satirist must be r^arded as but on« poatie 

device, used by the author to express his satiric

vision, a device which can be dispsrised with or 

varied to suit his purpose", (47)



Frye distinguishes six phases in the myth of satire.

The first phase corresponds to the satire of the low norms it 

takes for granted a world full of anomalies, injustices, crimes and follies, 

which is pBimanrait and undisplaceable. Anyone who wants to keep his balance 

in such a world must leam to keep his eyes open and mouth shut, Frye re - 

marks. The second phase corresponds to the picaresque novel, in which

a successful rogue makes conventional society look foolish without establish 

ing any positive standaird. Don Quixotte belongs to this phase.

The third phase corresponds to the satire of the high norm, in 

which the satirist uses his fantasy, breaking down customary associations, 

and negating the value of our sense experiences. He may show us his hero 

chemged into an ass and humanity seen through an ass*s point of view, or the 

society transformed into a society of hideous giants or, the opposite, dig

nified pygmies.

The fourth phase is that of an explicit realism in which human 

misery seems mostly superfluous and evitable. It stresses the humanity of 

its heroes and minimizes the inevitability of tragedy.

The fifth phase is irony in which the main emphasis is on fate 

or fortune. It is more stoical and resigned than melioristic and its motto 

seems to be Browning's:

"There may be heaven; there must be hell" (48)

The sixth phase presents hu(iian life  as on unrelieved bondage. 

Its settings are prisons, places of execution, mad-+iousBS, etc.
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3 ,5 , Application of tha Theory of Sowedy and Tragedy to 

(ybllsxH>*s Pom Juan

We noticed that Mollere's Pom Juan seems tö be a ndxture of com- 

edy and tragedy. Thus wa will analyse its tragic and comic characteristics»

3 .5 .I . Tragic Characteristics

Zh analysing the fomilas that explain tragedy, Molière*s Dora 

Juan saems to fit the second one: the tragic process* whose climax is death, 

is set by a violation of moral law, whether human or divine. Don Juan vio

lates imral laws which are fwrnan and ganex«lly considered also divine. As a 

true hedonist he conquers women and abandons them in order to seek pleasure 

in new adventures. The revenge comes frora another world in the figura of the 

statue~ghost.

In terms ef the tragic hero Oom Juan also sharas some of his 

qualities; he is a proud hedonist and thera lies his fatal flaw which would 

explain, to a certain extent, his "failora*. The play also has a crucial nn- 

nent, when the specter tells Dorn Juan to rapent and he rajects its advice, 

what rasults in his death.

Oom Juan also prasents another character of tragedy, the *»suFÇ>liant* 

Frye describes it as a pathetic figura of helplessness and destitution, of

ten a female character. Elvira seems to fit those qualities, in Acte IV, 

scene VI, when she comes to Don Jüan in order to beg him to change his way 

of life:

" Oe grâce, Oom Juan, accordez-moi, pour dexniera 

faveur, cette douce consolation; ne me rafusez

d® vous demande avec larmes;
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«t si vous n*«t«8 point touché du votra 

Intérat« sp/az-la au aolns da mes prlaras, 

at^ m*apargnaz la crual déplaisir da vous 

voir Gondannar à das suF^llcas étamala*.

(IV,6)

3 .5 .2 . Characsberlstics of OotMidy

terms of tho camic thama and action wa raallza that 

Oon Jinn Is not incorporât«! into tha soclaty but axpallad from it. This 

fact would aaara, at a first glanca, to diacradit tho play as a comady, ac

cording to Prya*a dafinition of tha comic thanw. Navarthalassi Rrya also 

points put tha strorig ivlatlonship batwaaiv tha oudianca and what goes on tha 

staga, eaphasizing tha fact that ganarally, in comady tha logic of tha avants 

yialds to tha audlanca*s wish of a happy anding so that thara may ariaa a 

kind of communion batwaan the audlanca and tha play. Fïtm this parspactiva 

Dem Juan's daath wouldn't saam tragio but comict baing a violator of tha nor 

al valuas and laws of that audianoaOom-Juan's daath should bo dasirad by 

tha audian^. In this oasa, tha statua-ighost wouldn't ba the ravangar but 

tha radaaming agent of that sociaty alifflinating Osm Juan. Of coursa Oom 

«Alan's convax^on would be even mere desired since ha belonged to the same 

class of his audience - aristocracy. But after shaping a character like Dom 

^an  could Molière yield-to. his audiajice's wish to 1*at extent? It seems that 

tha author found a middle term: in order not to displease his audience he 

had his hero killed; and in order not to destroy the consistency of his char 

acter he didn't hava him repent.

In terms of the hero of tha play we realize he is a very par
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adoxlcal one: contradicting th« usual comic haro ha is neither socially at

tractive nor mediocra* From the audienc3*8 point of view ha may seem a da- 

featad character, what lsn*t a characteristic of tha comic hero either. Nev 

erthaless, the envshasis of tha play is put upon him. Would he be an anti-hero?

Ot the other haod, under Oo« Juan*s point of view he may not t» 

a defeated character sinoa Ni is a man who modeled his own destiny, who re

fused to change his way of life although aware of the fact that such a r«fu£ 

al could imply in death. Uhder this pez^pective death is not a punishment for 

him, but a ctoice. And such a choice qualifies him as stole. But is stoicism 

a qjuality of the comic hero? On the other iiand, if  Ockd Juan is not tha here, 

who else could be?

Looking at tha list of characters of comedy fUmished by Frye we 

realize, first of all, the absence of the alazon type in Moliere’ s play. In 

what concerns the elron type, the only character that could be included in 

it is Elvira, if  one can consider her th« heroine: shs is rather unformed In 

character. Sganarelle, although a valat is quite a well-formed character and 

not

"«itrusted with hatching the schemas which 

will bring about tha hero's victory.* (49)

Ha keeps advising Oom Juan not to follow his plans, refusing [tom Juan's mood

of festivity, what wmild entitle him as a churl. But ha also has soma of tha

qualities of the buffoon since he cmitrallzes the humor of the play.

...... - i3oa Juan's father, Dom Louis, seams to play tha rolo of the

fuser of festivity as the "plain dealer",

"an outspoken advocate of a kind of moral norm
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wha has th« eyapathy of ths audlane«''

Hb 8MRI8 ta symboliza th« hwf)«st and aopsrlor aristocrat, conscious of ths 

rosponsibilitlcs of his rank:

___ "AM?r«riB2 onfln qu*un gmtllhonM qui vit mal

•St tin Bonstra dans la nature, qua 1« vartu 

•S t  la praniar titra da noblassa, qua ja re

garda bian moins au nom qu*on signe qu'aux 

actions qu*en fait, «t qu« Ja ferais plus d*é 

tat du fils d*un crochataur qui: sarait honnSta 

honne, du fils d*un mpnarqua qui vivrait 

ccmiffla vous.*

(IV,4)

(kü tha other hand. Den Louis may also hava baan en ironical da - 

vica used by tlsliare. Is the aristocre«:y of his tiiwi similar to him or to 

his son? (juxtaposition)• Fiye says that

*such a character is appropriate when the tone is 

ironic emsugh to get tha audience confussd about 

its sense of ths social nona.** (51)

And cme may guess that the aristocracy of Louis XIV my have bswi confused

at Moliere's play.

Tha title of Molière*s play is also meaningful, accoxtling to Ber

gson's assay. Oom JUan, like Tartuffe, is not a collective notn, is not in 

ths plural and is not generic but wa do say "a Oom Juan" when referring to 

a nan who conquers women. So, acco^njr to Bergson's theozy Dom Jtien wcRild 

be a comedy.

Looking at the six phases of comedy distinguished by F^e  Oom Juan^
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I f  a comody, would b« In tha first phase- that in tmhich a hunorcxis sociaty 

trlunphe or remains undaffi»ted through a divine agent. But one mustn't for

get the fact that the character vrtno menaces the society is a member of It 

and not an outsider. If Oom Louis may synrisolize the good queSiltles of that 

society his son may symbolize its bad qualities and his "punistoent" may be 

extended to his peers, what wouldn't mean a triumph.

Although the play itself does not present the essence of farc»> 

a genre that only aims at provoking laughter by broad visual humoi>- it does 

present some of its elements;

"reverences lrenlc;ues, poursuites à travers la 

scène, soufflets appliques, manques ou qui se 

trompent d'adresse, chutes, bastonades. Avec 

le comique des gestes, le grotesque du langa

ge: braiements, brédoulllements, lapsus, sen 

tences citées de travers, compliments entre - 

coupés, discourds traînards ou courant la poste, 

charabia, Jargims médical, paysan, latin, suisse, 

limousin, picard, sabir, c«l chevauchent les uns 

sur les autres et rebattent les oreilles" (52)

Ail that we visualize in Acte II , in whicÆ» appear Pierrot, Char

lotte, Mathurlne, Dom .i^n and Sganarelle.

3 .B .3 . Sbme Deductions from What Was Seen In 3 .5 .1 . and 3«S;2.

Prom what we discussed in the previous items we have the fol

lowing facts concerning Uollere's Dorn Jtian:

Tha play has some characteristics of tragedy -

a) It fits the second explanation of tragedy if Oom JUan's 

death Is considered a punishment;



b) Dom JUan has tha essential qualities of the tragio Ivro- s proud and ob- 

sesBCd mind which constitutes his hybrls;

o] Elvira may be considered a suppliant;

Nevertheless, tte piay also has soura charscteristlcs of comedy-

a) A certain communion between tha play and tha audience is achieved by Oo«d 

«man's death;

b) The efflphasia of tha play is put upon a "defeated "character, Dom JUan, de

feated under the audience's viewpoint, at least. But this leaves the play 

without a hero;

c) The title of the play suggests a coroetfy;

d) VKith qualities of a buffoon and t>ualltles of a churl, Sganarelle is a hu- 

(norous charscter;

e) Ooin Louis nay be oonsldered a plain dealer;

f) MtallGnre's play fits, to a certain extwit, the qualities of the comedy of 

the first phase- a humorous society triuafphs or remains undefeated through 

a divine agent;

g) It has some farcieal elements, found in the condcity of gestures or si

tuation-bows, flaps, and of language- slang end the regional dial^t of lie 

de France.

Tlius, it seems very difficult to classify toliere's Dom Jüan. The 

Pley has some tragic oharacteristlos, but it is humorous; it also has some 

comic characteristics, but its hero seems to be an anti-hero. Besides the 

incongrumis hero the ending of the play is also dubious. Uartln Esslin, in 

his book An Anatomy of Drama declares:
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"It Is avident that th* simplest definition, 

one that the majority of theorists would 

c:all simple, continues to be generally ap

plicable, although it doesn't help much: a 

pley with a sad ending is a tragedy; a play 

with e happy ending is a comedy." (53}

The question is : is Oom Jtian's death a happy ending or a sad end

ing? It seaoas to us that the answer depends the perspective one visualizes 

it , as we discussed before.

Since the play saems to be a mixture of tragedy and comedy one 

oould feel tempted to consider it a tragicomedy. The definition of tragiooatt 

dy provided by Holman -

” A play which employs a plot suitable to 

tragedy but which ends happily like a 

comedy" (54) -

turns tts back to tha problem of the ending of the play. Besides that, Tirso 

do Molina prov«l, in his El Surlador, that the plot was suitable to tragedy, 

but Byron proved that it was also suitable to satire. Even if  ws ti^e it for 

granted that Uoliore's play has a plot suitable to tragedy we cannot guaran

tee that its ending is « sad one because death was viewed by its hers as a 

choice.

So we arrive at ths conclusion that Molière* s Dora Juan does not 

fit any literary genre specifically, being a mixture of comedy and tragedy, 

a polemic play which leaves the reader with an interrogation in his mind.

On the other hand, Molière was neither unioue nor tha first one 

in this type of drama. Fiye refers to it , though not in relation to Molière,
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as a kind of romantic drasna in which

”tha ralaticMi bstwaen tha hare's hybrls and 

his daath is marm casual than causal* (5S)

Ha says that this typm of drama is clossly related to tragac^; it presents 

tha exploits of a hero whose end nay eventually be death» but this death in 

itself

'*is neither tragic nor cofsic» being 

primarily ^ectaculer *. (56)

He quotes Tamburlaine tha Sreat« by Oirlstopher Marlowe as an exa^sls of this 

Idnd of drana, which was first perfomsed to 1587, and published In 1590. Mo- 

l i f e 's  Dorn Juan was first performed in 1665, more than a centuzy later but, 

besides the fact that nothing indicates, in Moliare's biogra{:4iy, that ha icnew 

Uarlowe*s play, tha exist vice of a drama in the same pattern does not dimi

nish the value of his play.

3ifeii' Application of the theory of the epic and satire to Byron*a 

Don Jtaan

In analysif^ Byron’ s Don >toan we realize that it is a mixture of 

the epic and satire. Thus wt will anady^ Its epic and satirical character

istics.

3«6«1. Characteristics of the Epic

Besides many structural or formal epic characteristies we al

so notice, in Byron's poem, the absence of dramatic tension, revealed in its 

inmimez^ble digresslcms and interruptions which emphasize the post's preoo> 

cupation with the poem by Itself and not with its ending. This seems to fur̂  

nlsh a reason for his having left it unfinisHed.

But what the poem really has of the epic is its formal character-



istios; on episodic plot; unity of character and of tha objactive sx/ents 

assured not only by Juan, whose compulsory departure ftom Spain gives birth 

to everythir^ that happens afterwards, but mainly by the narrator of the 

poem, its most remaxkable presence and the «le respmsible for its satiric 

tone; a lerge variety of themes detected in the narrator's digressicRia; the 

prevailing of fate over JUan's wishes who is tak«i from one place to another 

carried circumstances; the symetxy, provided Isy a xythmic and metric uni

ty conveyed by the Italian ottava rlma, and the division of the poem in Om 

tos ( seventeen cantos when interrupted);

Identity and. immutability of facts ami _people, for evsryvrtiere he goes Juen 

finds the same kind of men - middle-aged or old, authoritarian and Jealous, 

ami tha same kind of woiran, with the exertion of Hatidee; the places may 

change but the people and tha facts r»nain the same: Juan always provokes 

enmity because of the passion he arouses in the women he laeats and so Is ei- 

tf^r sent away or persecuted* Besides those characteristics we also notice 

the absence of the evolution of the main character, Juan, who never gets 

old, a rich vocebulaxy and allusions to n^hological beings (Titan), famous 

poets (Horace, Homer, Pope, Shakespeare, Wordsworth), philosophers (Aristo

tle) and leaders (Napoleon, Nero)* A mock-heroic note is fUmished by the 

appeal to the muse. Even war, the ideal-SubJect for the epic * is present 

in the poem. It also has the main characteristic of the epic of returning: 

«Xian escapes safe from unbelievable dangers - drowning, slavezy, death in 

war — and if  B/ron had finished the poem one could suppose, had ha intended 

to do it according to the epopee of returning, that Juan would go back to 

Spain since the poon stops abruptly, in London, whan the cirole of his travels
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Is almost complets: Greses, Turks/, Fiussla, Poland, Gsrmany, Holland and 

England. (Ses map on naxt pags).

3*6«2. Charetcteristlos of Satire

What lacks in B/ron*s Don Juan in what concerns ths epic is 

exactly the essence of the epic: a poetic reconstitution of a heroic past 

which constitutes ths foundation of the consdenGe of a nation and a hero 

who is the synthesis of a national character, ths model of his 800laty,with 

all its desirsble c^alities. And in these absences lies the satira. Don Juan, 

is not.a poetic n^mstitution of a heroic past simply because under the sat 

irlst*s podint of view there never was such a past. Jtian may syidbolize the nn 

del of his society but instead of the heroic qualities of the epic hero he 

is dumb, passive, controlled by women. Through Juan Q/ron is satirizing the 

so d sty  ef which he is the prototype, and probably, if  not marddLnd at least 

clvilizatiiMi«

Byron’s poem seems to have the two essential qualities of satire 

pointed out by Fxye: Iwimor, founded on fantasy or a i^nss of ths grotesque 

and absurd, end atta(^* Tha absurd and ths grotesque ar« visualized in euL— 

most all the love scenes, especially ths ones with Julia, Oulbsyaz, Catherins 

and RLtz-Rilks and very strongly in the boat episode. Bssidss being absurd 

and grotesque those scenes are also hunoraue. The attack has several tar •» 

gets; civilization, aristocracy, t^pocriay, authoritarianism, war, slavery, 

etc.

The disapq^eaeance of the heroic, one of the central themes of ths 

RQrthos of satirs, in Rrye's words, is also prssent in Don JUan, in the fig-
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ur® of its haro «riho is the "Omphale archetype". Effective action and her - 

olsm are absent or disorsanizcKi In the poem, «vhat becomes evident in tiie 

war between Turkish and Rissians, a war whose motives are unknown to both 

Parties, and anarchy, confusion and irresponsibility seem to reign over the 

world, creating a tone of pessimism In the poem, tendered by its humor.

Keman*s most striking quality of satire, the absence of plot, is 

also found in Don Jüan: the places and faces may charge outwardly but the 

world is fundamentally the same - the same men, the same wosen, tha same Hy

pocrisy and the sane rotten society are found everywhere Jtian goes.

Another In^sertant characteristic of satire, pointed out by Kem- 

an and Reagan, is also present in Byron's poem: the absence of true char - 

acters. Juan la a caricature, with no p^chologieal d ^ ^ r  he doesn*t act, 

he doesn't speak and he doesn*t think. Ha is taken by the circumstances and 

tha only thli^ the reader knows about him is that he is your^, handsome and 

attractive to women. The womoi he meets, with the exception of Haidee, are 

fjrlvolous, luxurlmis and hypocritical, whether young or old.

"A deliberate rambling digressiveness'* (57),

in Fxye'e words, is abundant in the poem, and its disorderly and crowded 

scene is also present, for the incidents are mostly set in cities: Seville« 

Constantinople, Leningrad, London.

Keman* s remaric about the obsessive preoccupation virlth the flesh 

denoted by the satirdst also applies to ir o n 's  poem: Juian is a sexual ob

ject for the wom&i he meets and sex seems to be their sols aim in life.

Qyran creates the traditlcmal tone of satire making pretortse 

of * biKlng x«allstlc. He dlsn^stlfles ttwrpoet's work and fills his poeo with ’



rsfsrcnces to contampiorary custons, people and places, calling the reader's, 

attention to his contemporary socieJ. scene what, according to Keman, is on

ly a atyllstlo device used conventlonallyx

"Oh Mrs. Fry, why go to Newgate? Why 

Px^ch to poor rogues? And wherefore not begin 

With Qarlton, er with other houses? Try 

Your hand at hardened and Inperlal sin."

(*.as)

The fragmentlcity of satire, pointed out by Keman, can also be 

detect«! in Eyrai's fx̂ em. In which sudden incidents interrupt the narrative 

for several stanzas, such as the description of the Italian opera compediy 

JUan meets on his way to Ttirk^. (Canto IV)

The suggestion of so«a humane ideal in satire, pointed out by 

Keman with the remark that it can never be heevily stressed, can also be 

found In Byron's poem. In natural love (the Haidée episode), and in the fl£ 

ures of women ; Haidee, Leila and Aurora^ TJw first one dies of love, the sto 

ônd is only a child and Aurora disappœrs with the interruption of the poem.

Qyron also uses several satirical devices, such es:

a) irony

and above

All praised the Empress's maternal love"

(X,32)

b) Juxtaposition - As JUan is praising London and its people four

burglars attack him.

c) allusions - to Cervantes (XIII,11), to Socrates (XIV,4)

The mock-epic characteristic of his poem is evident 1^ his use
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of the burlesque- the *g!rend st/le* is used to describe the adventures of an 

Omphale archstypOf bathos - the incident with the Black Friar, and parody •> 

either of Molina's, Uoliere's (<̂ ) or of Italian writers but, in any ease, a 

Parody of the n ^h  of Don Juan, the conqueror with no feelings who only seeks 

his own pleasctrs*

10 terns ef types of satire^ Byron's Don Juan seems to 

hava the characteristics of formal verse satire provid»! by Keman: it is 

written in verse, with no contimious narrative and tha author seems to speak 

in his own voice, as the satirist. The satirist is identified as I and doi»- 

inates tha scene with, his digressions, emerging from anonymity and provid

ing ths reader with hints of his character and naticmality:

for half English as I am ..."

{XI,12)

He is also agrarian, since one of the main targets of his attacks is civi

lization and also because one of his suggestions of ths humane ideal rests 

on Haidee, a fsninine cowiterpart of the "beau sauvage”.

Analysing the six phases of satire distinguish«! by Fzye^we would 

classify Byrcm* a Don Jüan in ths first phase •

*It takes for granted a world which is full of 

anomalies, injustices, follies and crimes, and 

yet is psrmanent and undisplaceable. Its pri/j 

ciple is that anyone who wishes to keep his 

balance in such a world must leam first of all 

to keep his eyes open and his mouth shut."

That is the world presented by Q/ron - cndisplaceable and permanent baoause 

0^) Byron refers to isoliere in Canto X H I , stanza 94.



always the same despite the plaon» and Juan ke^s his eyes open and his 

noutH shut not only to keep his balance but to survive.

the other hand, the poem seems to have some of the traits ef 

tha second pt^se of satire too> like the hero ef the picaresque novel, JUan 

keeps running away without transf orating his society, making it look foolish 

without setting up any positive standard. Nevertheless, he lacks the qual

ities of a rogue: he is not actively dishonest and is not very smart, at 

least not until he gets to England.

3.l6«i3«‘ SlgAlarities between the Epic and Satire

CSoBparing satire to the epic we realize they share some chai>- 

acterlstlcs ; cyclic structure, tho episodic plot and many digressions. Non£ 

theless, aocortiing to Hegel, the unity of the epic work must be provided by 

a determined ain so that it may foxw a coherent n^ole and that is not an es

sential quality for satire which is veiy often ttfifijiish^ and anmyimsus. 

way« these similarities ^ould be known by Byron who, in the poo», refers 

to it as an epic satire:

"And I  shall taka a much more serious air 

Than I have yet done in this epic satire •

(XIV, 99)

3 .6 ,4 , Some Ftemarks abwt what was seen in 3 .6 .1 , 3 .6 .2  and 3 .6 .3 .

From what was seen above we may draw the ccmclusion that 

03»̂  Juan is at) epic work in what concerns formal characteristics of 

the epic, and a satire as well. Byron's poem seems to be a mock-heroic po^ 

in which he uses the ’grand style* or the epic formulas to satirize not cmlythe
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hypocritical aristocrat of his time but mankind itself. Instead of express^ 

ing a primitive society, in Qsnnain'a words, Byron is expressing the so-called 

"civilized society" with all its depziavity; instead of presenting a world of 

grandeur, heroisA and victozy he presents a world of pettiness, m^iocrity 

end frivolity• The author, as a satirist, couldn't remain hidden, like the 

usual epic author, for his ain was to attack vice, civilization, war, slavery, 

hypocrisy and human nature. He,the satirist, couldn't have tha stable atti

tude of the epic writer for, in order to make his attack efficacious he had 

to be vibrant and ironic. He doesn't look back into the past as a contrast 

to the present since, in his pessiraistio view of the world man has not 

changed and never will. Death, love and oargy, which have a secondary role in 

tha epopee, if  any, in Staiger's words, have a primary rolo in Qyron's sat

ire, for the satirist's vision of the world is daxk. Why else would Rrye 

call it the i^hos of winter?

Byron showed that he was able to write a satire, subtle and witty, 

in the form of an epopee, and by doing so he fflocked not only raardcind ixit 

also t»iB of the most ancient and serious literary gwres - the epic.

3*7. The Generic Implications upon Plot

In the previous c^c^ter we discussed the differences in plot be

tween Usliero's Pom Juan and Byron's Don Jtian. Now we realize that some of 

these differences could be imputed to the genres us«].

Thus we notice that wharfs Oom Juan's childhood is not presented 

in Moliere's it is prosented in Byron's, and B/ron's hero even undergoes a 

certain development, from infancy to manhood. This fact could be attributed
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to ths length of the epic poem. Also tha route travailed Oyron's hero Is 

longer than that travailed by Molieire's hero, possiMy because Byron intend

ed to write an epopee of returning. Another event we could attribute to the 

■pio quality of tha poem is ths war between Turks and f^tssians, since the 

war is a favonirlte and even necessary subject of the epopee, altNaugh ridi

culed in the poem.

The fact that we detected the comicity of character more developed 

in Byron's may alss be accounted for the length of the epic poem as well as 

to its satinoal purposes. 0n the other hand, Ualiere's emphasis upon the 

comicity of situation could also be attributiMl to the dramatic c^ality of 

his work: he could only use the resources adaptable to the stags.

Whezmas in Uoliere's play the attadc is formulated by characters, 

in Byron's poem it is mainly provided by the satirist. Again, drama and sat

ire have to use different dsvices. The satirist is also respcmsible for the 

predqndnanc« of the comicity of language in Byron's. We also notice that 

neither the epic nor the satire suppose the JLdea of punishment and that 

could account for its absence frt>m thei poem, added to the events themselves. 

The presence of the Black Friar saems to indicate a parody of the divine 

agent of Uoliere's, reinforcing the satirical characteristic of the poem.

The absence of a real plot in Qyron's, in the sense that there is 

no real change, could also be attributed to the satirLcal quality of the poem 

whereas in the play there is definitely an end, however dubious.
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4. THE CHARACTEFS AND THEIR RELATIONSHIPS

In this chaptsr wa Intnnd to study the character Don Juan in Mo

lina, Mbller« and Byran and his relationship with tha other characters. 

Fbllowing a stzueturalistic approach, especieilly Qraiaas's, our analysis 

«rill be thoroi^hly based upon the texts. {jK)

It la also our intenticwi to define the women's role in Byron's 

poem and in Moliere's play, and analyse the Importance of the narrator in 

tha first one and the importance of Sganarelle in the second one.

4*1. Qreiwas and Structumlism

According to structuralism the literaxy work has a structure 

of meanings, 1. e ., the structure Is the content aprshendsd in a logical or

ganization so that form and content have tha sane nature and belong to the 

same analysis. TNjs, form and content are so dynamically integrated that they 

cannot be separated.

In studying the tales of Lithuania Greimas realized that all of 

them could be reduced to certain functions perfoz^d by what he calleKi 

"actant«". The "actants" are entities of the narrative and the actors, or char 

ectsrs, personify the actants. He verified that sometimes tha same actor could 

fit more than one actant and established three sheaves of actants:

{*) We got acquainted with literary structuralism in the course "Teoria da

Lltsratura", taught professor Edda Arzua Ferreira, from Ssptembsr to

December, 1977, as part of the program of the Graduate Course in Letters,

at 0F3C.

Notes from the course "TeorLa da Literature", motioned above.
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•a aubjwt (sujort) who acts end an object (objat) instltut«! as valua, tha 

two linked igy'tt» modality of wish; an "actant" «^o provides the object of 

wish - the "dastinataur" - to the obtainer of the object - the "destinataira"; 

and an "actant" «riiich helps tha accomplishment of tha wish - tha helper or 

"adjuvant"« and an "actant" which, on the contrary, opposes tha accomplish

ment of tha wish - the oppwient or "opposant". (l)

Thus we hava:
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Adjuvant

V
Sujat

Opposant

Oestinateur

Y
Objet

s/
Destinataire

C2)
or

Oestinateur-- y Objet-- ^ Destinataire
A

/Uljuvant -> Sujet < Opposant (3)

Nevertheless, besides this ftsictional analysis, baaed on dynamic 

predicates or actions, Greimas recognizes tf» necessity of an analysis based 

on static predicates, i .e ., on the qualities of the characters. But tha two 

are, according to him, cemplenentary since the function transfers its seman

tic content to the performer: if  one says "Retar killed Robert" he can prob

ably say that "Peter is a murderar".

So wa are going to apply these notions to the authors wa are ana-



lyslng.

4,2« Ubllna *8 El ^rlador da Savilla y Qonvidado da Ptodrn

4 .2 .1 . Dywamlo Predlcatas

4.2*1«1* Rslatlonships awong tha oharactora

a} Seduction •» Don Juan aeduoaa three women «- Tlsbaa, /Maln- 

ta and Isabela« and triea to seduca a fourth 

one ~ Ana da Ulloa

b) Fraud -> "Si burlar

Es habito antlguo mio 

Gué ras praguntaa satdendo 

ItL corMjicdon?" (l,3)

Don JUan promisaa to marry Tlsbea and Amin ta, 

but after getting what he wanted be runs away.

c) Traaaon - "Traidon, y oon un aimigo!* (ll«l)

La Meta and Octavio are his friends and ha 

seduces tha women they lova.

d) Revenge will ~ OctaviOf La Kota, Batricio, Tlsbaa end Don

Gi»nzalo want to revenge thmselves.

4 .2 .1 .2 . Assassination - Oon Juan killa Ana's father, Don Qonzalo.

4 .2 .1 .3 . R^nishmant and Death- Don Gonzalo comes back, as a spectar,

and kills Den Juan just with his tmich.

Ms says he is Ood*s agent:

"...quiere que tus culpas 

A manes de un muerta pagues* ( H I ,7)
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^•2*2. Static Predleatee

«) a knight»

"Yo aay noble caballers 

CabazB da la familla 

Oa los TanorLos, antlguo8 

Ganadoras da Sevilla.

Ill Padre» daspuas dal ray 

Sa reverenda y astlma 

Y an la corte» da sus lablos 

Penda la nuerta o la vlda " (lll»l)

b) brave"

" Eso dices? Yo temar?

81 fuaras el mismo inflamo.

La nano te diera yo " (lll,4)

c) proud of his oourage and eager to have it known-

"Ifanana Ira a la capilla 

Donde convidado soy,

Por qtte se admire y espante 

Sevilla da mi valor* (lll,5)

d} naterialist-

"Solo aquel llamo mal dia»

Aciago y detestable»

En c^e no tango dineros;

Qua lo demas as donaire* (ill,6)

e) inaaoral ~

"Càtalinon: Guardanse todos de un honbre 

Quo a las mujeres engana 

Y es el Burlador de Espana 

Don JUan; Tu ne has dado gantil noiAre* (H ,2 )
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f ) hypocrit« and traitor

"Cuando le vends le adula* (il ,2)

"Séguirata mi furor 

gua ares traidor..." (111,3)

g} «foaen's punishment

"Castigo de las nujeres" (1,3)

h) Lucifer —

"Desdichado tu hás dado 

En manos de Lucifer" (ll,5)

4 .2 .3» /Mi^lication ef the Scheme

Women's naivete, 
darkness 

(adjuvant)

Dow Jüan 

(sujet)

Oon Oon'zalo, Ana,

Oon Oiego, Catalinon, 

tha s^tue-^ost 

(opposant)

Oon Juan 

(destinateur)

Women's dishonour 

and unhappriness 

(objet)

(destinataire)

4 .3 . Uoliere's Oom Juan

4 .3 .1 . Dynemic Predicates

4 .3 .1 .1 . RelRtlonshlps among the Characters

a)Seductlon - Oom %luan seduces Elvise, and meBiy other women, accort 

ing to Sganarelle; he also ccmquers Charlotte and Ma- 
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b) Treason — Oom Juan had prondsed Elvire etamal love but soon after

she yielded to him he abandoned her

o) nsvenge will-

*^lvire: .. .l e  Ciel te punira» perfide, de l ’outrage que tu ne

fais; et ei le Ciel n*a rien que tu puisses apprehendert 

appréhende du nains le colère d*une femme offensée.."

(Il .l)

**Dom Alcmse: Ah! traître, il faut que tu périsses,...*

t>om Louis: Maie sache, fils indigne, que la tendresse paternelle 

est poussée a bout par tes actions, que Je saurei, 

plus tôt que tu ne penses, mettre une bome a tes 

dérèglenwits. " (IV,4)

4 .3 .1 .2 . Challenge to the moral values established at that time«̂  including 

the spirituel ones:

* ...l a  constance n'est bonne que pour des ridicules* (l,2)

*0om JUan: Ce que Je crois?

Sganarelle: Oui.

Oom «hian: Je crois que deux et deux sont quatre, et que ciM&tre 

et quatre sont huit.* (111,1)

*Si le ciel me donne un avis, il faut qu'il parle un peu plus 

clair«nent, s 'il veut que Je l'entende.“ (V«4)

” ...J e  m'en vais te donner un Louis d'or tout è l'heuz«, pourvu 

que tu veuilles Jurer." (III,2)

HLs challenge to the spiritual values is mostly evident in the fact that he 

refuses to repent.

4 ;3 .1 .3 . Assassination- It is not performed in the play but it is report«!

by Sganarelle: *Bon! C'est le tombeau que le Oom-
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mandeur faisait faira lorsque vous le tuâtes"

(IH .5 )

4 .3 .1 .4»  Marriage — Oom Jüan marries Elvire, and many others, according to

Sganarelle.

4 .3 .X .5 . Daath - a punishment under the audience's viewpoint and expecta

tion, but not to Dorn Juan himself, who could have avoided

it : "Non,non, il ne sera pas dit, quoiqu'il arrive, que

Je sois capable de ma repentir." (V,S)

4 .3 .1 .6 . a shipwreck

4,3 .2« Static Predicates

a) a noblemen : "Ainsi vous descendez en vain des aïeux dont vous

êtes né: Ils voua désavouent pour leur sang et tout 

ce qui'lla ont fait d'illustre ne vmia donne aucun 

avantage«" (lVr4)

b) inconstant, flckle-

toutes les belles ont droit de nous charmer"(1.2)
" ...e t  tout le plcd.sir de iTemour est: dans le change

ment." (1,2)

"Je te l 'a i dit vingt fols. J'ai une pente naturelle 

a me laisser aller à tout ce qui m'attire." (lll,5)

c) Impulsive, impetuous -

"Pour moi, la beauté me revit partout où Je la trouve, 

et je cède facilement è cette douce violence dont 

elle nous entraîne... Les inclinations naissantes, 

après tout, ont des charmes inexplicables." (1,2)
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d) a f^pocrlta -

”Ja V S U 8  avoue, tiadaraa, que Je n*al point le talent d a  dissinuler, 

et que Je porte un coeur sincère.* (l»3)

Sganeu7elle:*H ne vous manquait plus que d'être hypocrite pour

vous achever de tmit point, et vailà le comisle des a-

boRdnations.” (V,2)

Do« Juant **...1*hypocrisie est un vlGe à la mode, et tous les vices 

à le node passent pour vertus." (V,2)

e) a hedonist-

"Ah! n'allons point songer au nal qiji nous peut arri

ver et songeons seulement a ce qui nous peut donner 

du plaisir" (l,2)

"Oui, ma foi! il faut s'ausender; encore vingt ou trente 

ans de cette vie-ci, et puis nous songerons à nous."

(IV,6)

f) charming, insinuating-

II. Dimanche; " . . . i l  me fait tant des civilités et tant de 

compliments c^e Je ne saurais Jamais lui de

mander de l'argent." (IV,3)

In Acte II , scène IV, Dcim JUan seduces two girls at the same time,

Charlotte and Mathurine.
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4«3»3. Application of tha Scheme
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Women's nafvete;

Oom JUon's charm and per* 
«jBSlveness

(adjuvant)

V
Dom Juan 

(aujet) 

A

Dem Louis, El

vire* s brothers» Sgana- 

relle, the statue-ghost 

(opposant)

->

Women

(destlnateur)

Oom Juan's pleasure 

(objet)

n/
Dom JUan 

(destinataire)

4 ,4 , Byron's Don JUan 

4*4,1. Dynamic Predicates

4 ,4 ;l ,l , ftelatlcOTshlps among the Characters

a) Seduction - Four women seduce JUans Jülia, Gulbeyaz,

Catterlne, Fitz-Fulke

b) Acceptance of the seduction- Juan acts towards them the 

way he is expected to act.

c) a real love affed,r - with Haidee

d) fraternal love - Leila

4 .4 .1 .2 , Shipwreck - he survives because of his swimming skill

4 .4 .1 .3 . Participation in a war- He fights bravely, though urged by

necessity.



Assassination - Don JUan kills a burglar who attacked hin.

4»4«1«5» Salvation of a ten-ysarnald girl» fron wild Tartars. Oon 

<&ian vouches to take care of her for evsr.

PermanBice on a Brrok island.

4 .4 ." Bent to Turkey as a slave.

4.4.', scape from the Sultan's palace.

4,4*ivt% f jrmanence in Fkissia, as the Empress’ s favourite.

4.4.1 .10. Diplomatic mission in England.

4«4»2. Stetic Predicates

a) a nobleman, son of a hidalgo

b) "tall, handsome, slender” (1,54)

c)"silent »id pensive, idle, restless, slow" (l,87)

d) naive and innocent, at least at the begiming^

"...poor little fallow, he had no idea of hisiown case, and 

never hit the true, one" (Z,86)

e) sensible «•

"Perhaps more mischief had been done, but for 

Our JUan, who with sense teyond his years..." (II,35)

f ) daring-

"Love is for the free!

I am not dazzlad by this splendid roof.” (V,127)

g}eäl» "Upon the w)iole his carriage was serene" (V,9)

h) ambitious, generous and with feminine features

" ......... the thirst
Of glory, which so pieroes through and through wie, 

Pervaded hin, although a generous creature, as warm in 

heart as feminine in future" (VIII,52)

i) flattered - • JUan, instead of courting courts, was courts^.."
vX,29J
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j) a gentlsman, with a romantic air

” Bit Juan was a bachelor - of arts

And parts and hearts. He danced and stvig and had 

An air as sentimental as Mozart's 

Softest of melodies a n d  could be sad 

Or cheerful without any 'flews os starts*

Just at the proper tim e»...” (XI,47)

k) »iperficiel and ignorant

*JUan» who was •  little superficial

And not in literature a great Drawcansir«

Examined by this learned and especial 

Jury of matrons» scarce knew what to answer 

His duties warlike» loving» or official» " (XI»49)

1) experienced >

for ha had seen too many 

Changes in youth to be surprised at any." (XII,49)

m) experienced in love«*

" But he had seen so oKich good love before 

That he was not in heart teo very wee^" (XH )

n) sRart» a rogue

"Now grave» now gay» but never dull or pert,

And smiling but in secret - cunning rogue.

Ha never presumed to make an error clearer;

In short, there never was a better hearer."
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(XIV, 37)

o) ostensibly humble

"His manner was perhaps the more seductive 

Because ha ne'er seemed anxious to seduce. 

Nothing affected, studied os constructive- 

Of coxcombry or conquest. No abuse 

Of his attractions marred the fair perspective 

To indicate a Cupidcn broke loose" (XV,l2)
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p] mild, modest» unsuspicious

**By nature soft» his whols address held off 

Suspicion. Though not timid» his regard 

Was such as rather seamed to keep aloof»

To shield himself than put you on your guard"

CW»14)

q) with an air of innocence» his charm

"...h e  had an air of innocence,

Whictii is for innocence a sad temptation.”

(XV, 28)

4 .4 .3 . Application of the Scheiae

JUan*s Passivity 
(adjuvant)

'V
Woman

(sujet)

4

Oon Alfonso(^lia),
Jüan*8 sickness (Catherine) 

Adeline (Fitz-FVilke) 

rwnembrance of Haidea and 

love for freedom (Gulbeyeu )̂ 

(opposant)

Don JUan 

(destinateur)

V
Sexual pleasuire 

(objet)

N/
worn»)

(destinataire)

^•3« Some Remarks about the Previous Analyses

We notice that in this type of analysis tha thams becomes quits 

evidoit. Thus» in Uolina's play Oon Juan has a rational plsasura in seducing 

women not because of seduction itself but because of what it provokes» the



women*8 di^ioraaur and unhappiness. In Moliers's play the wonen ant also an • 

Inatrumant of pleasure, the hero's utrnoat aim in life. We realize that in 

both plays the women are not seen or respectwd as human beings but, on the 

contr«iy, are used by Dora Juan for selfish purposes.Tlw same thing happens in 

Byron’ s poem but this time it is Juan who is seen and used as an objeot by 

women« Just like the Omphale archetype.

An intex*esting fact about Byron's hero, which also distinguishes him 

from the other authors, is tha evolution of the hero, from infarwy to manhood. 

When he gets to England (Canto Xl) he seems to be aware of his seductive pos 

sibilities and although he keeps an air of innocence he may do it on puzpase 

since that is his arm, and a very effective one. Anyway, it seems quite evi

dent that an epic work provides the opportunity for such an evolution of ctw  

acter, mainly for its length;; and the presence of a narratozwsatirist« wher

eas a ploy Gan only show a period of a man's life. Mbliere tries to surmoimt 

the stage restrictions in «rtiat concerns time through Sganerelle who reports 

ssme previous events and clarifies the audience on tiw hero's character.

The Women's Rale in Maliere's Play

Three womttfi appear in the play: Elvire, Charlotte and llathurine. 

Elvire beSengs to the nobility and it is her affair with Oom Juan and Ita 

end which provokes a series of events - Dom Juan's escape, his persecution 

by Elvira's brothers, the incident in the woods. Although she has a certedin 

nobility of character which she proves in pardoning Dom juan and even worz^ 

ing about his futuse, she seems also stupid for having yielded to him so eas 

ily.

O^rlotte and llathurine are two young peasants, extremely naive. Oom
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Jüan oenquera them «dth vulgar eompllmants to tt»lr baauty and tha perspeo-, 

tiv« of a marriage which would make them rise In the social hierarchy. The 

fact that he performs the seduction of both, together» Is really an evidence 

of stupidity, on their part» and of persuasive power, on his pazi;. In fact» 

tNLs sole Incident says so much of Oem Juan's character that the reader can 

visualize his performance In other situations envoivlng seduction.

Neverthelessi the fact that tibllsre makes his hero seduce women of 

varied social ranks may show a negative attitude teward women, as if  they 

were all equally naive» ignorant end romantic. Their behavior also shows 

that their morality is very superficial since they yield to a man whose sols 

tool is the word. Would this fact mean a criticism on the education provided 

at the author's time? Or perhaps on the hypocritical society in which he 

lived?

The Woman's Bole in Byron's Poem

The women who seduce, or try to seduce, Don JUan arm all alike; 

married, sexually unsatisflmd, futile and luxurious. Haidee is an exception: 

she is desczdbed as a romantic heroine- pure, beautiful and with

"that useful sort ef knowledge which is acquired 

in Nature's good old college" (11,136}

Her love affair «rlth JUan is an Idylle love, on an i^and which could be

ccMnpared to the Garden of Eden, in irtilch they are Adam and Eve before the

fall, very much accordlf^g to the romantic taste.

Nevertheless, since HbtidM is an exception, and even Juan's mother 

is Painted as a hypocritical bluestocking, Byron's attitud» doesn't seam fa

vorable ta women either. But, on the other hand, the narrator of the poem
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88oas to understand wonen's weaknsssea and even sympathize with them, des

pite a mixture of tenderness and mockery in his tone:

" ...fo r  man, to man so oft unjust.

Is always so to women. One solo laond 

Awaits tiMMn, treachery is all their trust.

TaugM: to conceal, their bursting hearts despond 

Over their idol, till son« wealthier bust 

Buys then in marriage- and iriiat rests beyiKKJ?

A thankless husband, next a faithless lover.

Then dressing, nursing, praying, and all's over." (II,200)

Since some kind of hunmne ideal is present in the po«i in the fig

ures of three «romen- Haidee, Leila and Aurora, one wwiders whether such a 

fact indicates a favmirable attitude from the author - hope lies on woman- 

or a n^ative cme- the same way wonœn can bring happiness they are also ree- 

pensible for man's «dsfortunes.

4 ,8 . The Importance of Sganarelle in Moliere's Pom Jtian

Sganarelle, Oom Juan's servant, is an interesting and contre - 

dictory character: he knows his master better than anybody else (m  Acte I , 

sc^ne If he gives an accurate description of his master's character); he re

proaches his behavior but, paradoxically, he is faithful to Dom Juan and 

stays with him. Although Kierkegaard says that there is no reason for his 

faithfulness it se»ns to us that Molière makes it clear that Sganarelle needs 

the Job:

"Ah! quel abominable maître me vois-Je oblige de servir"

(1.3)

lin fact, mctfiey is something very important to Sganarelle:
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"Va* va, Jurs un peu;, 11 i '̂y a pas ds mal*

(IU .2 )

ha says te tha baggar.

Faithfulness to the master, on the other hand, seams to be a law

In Sganarelle*s nxiral coda, and he is also afraid of Dam Juan:

* H  faut qua Je lui soit fidèle, en dépit que 

J*en aie: la crainte en mol fait l*office du 

zèle, bride nés sentiments et me réchjlt d*ap- 

plaudir bien souvent a ce que mon âme déteste*.

(1.2)

Despite his Ic^alty to his master he tries to avoid Mathurina's and 

Charlotte's seduction by warning them against Oom JUan.

Unlike his master, Sganarelle values his life, and hides when the 

situation is dangerous:

"Ah! Pauvre Sganarelle, où te cacheras-tu?*
(IV,8)

The need of survival seems to make him very smart: the idaa of dis

guising is his, and he always has an answer ready*

Sganarelle seems to be, in fact, a very iaportant technical device 

in the play: ho rW)orts Dom Juan's past, he externalizes the reader's ireac- 

tlons to Dam JLtan's deeds and he eentrellzes the humor of ths play rechicing 

its tension. If it weren't for Sganarelle no one would ever ciall Dom Juan a 

comedy.

4J9. The Importance of the Narrator in Byron's Poem

Byron had the intention of wxlting an epic satire and n»kes it 

clear in tt» rnem. Thus he needed a narrator and a satlxlst, and ha made the
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two into one* Speaicing in the author's voics the narrator-satirist conveys 

Byron's ideas on eveiy human subject:

a) old ege versus youth (XV,11)

b) hedonisoi (ll,78)

c) marriage (lll,5)

d} Bsntal freedom (XI,90)

e)rfate ver^s free will (V.17)

f) death (IX, 2)

g) relationship between character and climate (V»15?)

h) life (111,36)

i) love (11,205)

j) women (lll,3)

Byron attacks evezything: arLstocrscy, hypocrisy, tyrany, slavezy, 

wer, England, the English government, Wellington, glutony, the Church and 

its dogmas, avarice, heroism, etc. Me seems to bleB»> all those partially on 

civilization, thus revealing his rom^tic twidency. But the main target of 

his criticism is, in short, man:

"Mow hatred is by far the longest pleasure.

Men love in haste, but they detest at leisure”

(XIII,6)

Providing unity to the poem the satirist, Byron's voice apparently, 

seems to transmit all his skepticism about life and man. He is the true hero 

of ttw fi«em, though not a character and faceless.
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CONCLUSION

135.

From the fact that donjuanism Is a polemic conception due to the 

existence of se\/sral literary versions of Oon Juan, a fact which we verified 

in the first chapter of this dissertation, we got engaged in the analysis 

of Nbliere’s Dom Jüan and Byron's Don Jüan, trying to detest similarities 

and differences between the two.

Due to the fact that the literary genre exercises some restrictions 

upon the plot and development of characters we came to the cenclusion that 

the author's conception of donjuanism is quite dependent on the literazy 

genre he chooses to convey his conception. We believe that Byron could 

probably have written an epic poem in which Don Juan were an active character 

that would still be mock<-epio because of the incongruity between the form and 

the content. But in this case he would lose an important satirical device- 

parody, and wouldn't have written a satire on the theme of donjuanism.

Thus wa realize that tha three authors created each a different Dem 

JUan: Molina's hero is a villain, whose ohly aim in life is to conquer women 

Just for̂  the plea^re of leaving them dishonoured and unhappy. He has a sad

istic pleasure in betraying his friends and in hurting his father. Once he 

asks for Qod*» pardon ha loses his devilish qualities and seems only a mean 

end despicable n ^ .  Ibillare's hero» on the other hand, is a hedonist. Mich 

like Camus's existentialist hero he enjoys only the moment and doesn't believe 

in a life hereafter. Ha defies God and the moral values of his society and ec 

cepts death as something natural. He seduces women because thny bring him pleas



ur« and what seems to be his roost genuine characteristic is his incons - 

tancy, but an inconstancy that is planned and nads a philasopt^ of life.

A gey character, Oom Jüan never really falls in love , in the sense of durée, 

and so avoids suffering.

Byron's Don Juan, on the other hand, is a passive character, hte doas 

not perfomi any seduction but is often seduced. He seems as innocent and 

naive ms the woman we find in Uolina's and Moliere's. Thus we notice that 

Byron, as a satirist, didn't act in one level but in two: he mocked not only 

the epic, by using the grand style for an unimportant theme, but also the 

theme itself by Parodying it.

Another important differ»ice we detected between the two characters- 

Moliere's and Byron's- is that Moliere's hero is a paradoxical character: he 

is an egotist but is also brave; he does not want to die but accepts death. 

Like the tragic hero he follows his destiny though aware of his own end and 

that seems to mgdce him great, for the reader, despite himself, sympathizes 

with him, much more than with Byron's Juan who seems a victim.

Besides the differences In theme end character we noticed a difference 

in genre too: Byron's poem seems to be a mock-epic poem, a mixture of epic 

and satire. Moliez*e's play is also a mixture, of c«aedy and tragedy, but it 

is not a tragicomedy. The ending of Moliere's play is so polemio- whether a 

punishm«it or not, since the hero refuses to repent and therefore chooses 

death - that we were not able to get to a definite generic classification af 

it .

Xn what concerns plot we verified that there are some apparent simiĵ  

arlties between Moliere's play and Byron's poem, mainly b«:ause of Byron's
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parodying purposes: a shipwreck, a inurder, supernatural interference end 

seduction. We also detect«! some differences, such as the absence of mar

riage in Byron's; a longer route traveled by Byron's heroi ths absence of

the here's past in Moliere's; the absence of death and punishment in the 

poem; the presence of experienced women in Byron's peem apposed to the naive

ones in ttoliira's play; a real love affair in Byron's poem and the presence 

of a satirist in it , as well as the digressiwis which we don't find in Mo- 

liere's play. Thaam differvices, as we saw previously, are duo either to the 

conception of donjuanisa of the two authors or to the genres they used.

Despite so many differences ^he two works pres«it scne similerities 3 

Byron's attitude towards women, as well as Moliere's, does not seem favor

able to them; both works present social criticism although it is stzxinger 

and more direct in Byron's. But the most striking similarity between the two> 

is the comicity we find in both, especially the comicity of situation;inde

pendent series of happenings, "quiproquo", bathos and disguising.

Thus we realize that donjuanisn was approached differently by Byron 

and Molière and that the only real similarity between Byron's juan and Mall

ere's Dora .Xian is the fact that both characters are, in a way or another,in

volved with women and that, probably, accounts for the identity of the titles.
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APPENDIX
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Basœi u|3on Otto Rank and Enc^lopaedia SrltannlCB we were able to 

list the following versions of Oon Juarij besides Mollna*s, Uallim*s and 

Byron's:

1- Uussst, Alfiiad. Naiaouna

2- Hoffmann, E.T.A. Don JUan

3- ifellefllle, Fellclen« Les Mémoires de Don Juan,

4- Hart, JUllus«' Dora Juan Twiorlo.

5- Gobineau. Les Adieux de Don JUan,

6- H ^se , Paul. La Fin da Don Juan.

7- f^edmann, Alfred. Don Juan s letztes Absenteuer.

8- Levasseur« Gustave. Dcot JUan Bartxin.

9- Zorllla. Don Juan Tenorlo.

10^ Baudelalrs. Don Juan aux Enfers (poem)

11- Bemhardi. Don Jaan.

12- Rostand, Edmond. La Dernière Nuit de Don JUan. (poem)

13- Gbldonl. Don Giovanni Tenorlo.

14- Shaw, Bernard. Man and Superman.

15- Vlard, Jules. La Vieillesse de Don Jutfi.

Ifr- Dumas, Alexandre (father). Don Jüan de Marana.

17- Mszart. Don Blovannl. (opéra based upon Lorenzo da Ponte's libretto)

18- i\i8hkin, Ali^sandr. 0 Oonvldado de Pedra.

19^ JUnquelro,A.M. Guerra. A Morte da 0. Joaa. (poem)
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